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J\RCIC-II
ANGLl CJ\N - ROMAN CJ\TIIOLIC INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
Third Meeting, Grayrnoor, Aug. 27 - Sept. 5, 1985
MINUTES
'Iul:!&<Jay, l\Ul;,'USt nth, 7.31! p.111.
Tlw Co-Chai mien opened the thj rd meeting of ARCIC-II with prayer.
fr. Emmanuel Sullivan then gave a short paper on the 'Graymoor Story'.
The session concluded ',,Jjth a discussion on the working time-table.
Professor Oliver O'Donovan was welcomed and Bp. Brian Ashby's resignation
for reasons of ill health regretted.
The opening Eucharist was to be a R.C.Mass of the Resurrection for
M6rr. Dtck Stewart.
WecJnC!scJay, /\uh'l.1S t 28th, g. 30 a.m.
rrorn the chair Bp.Santer rea d a letter of �lcome from Bishop
Paul Moor of New York, followed by Bp. Mu rphy-O'Connor reading a similar
mess.:ige rrorn Cardinal O'Connor of the Archdiocese.
Bp.Santer delineated three major areas of discussion on the Church
ancJ S..ilv.1tfon text: the Revised Pleshey Draft (36/2); Brendan Soane's
request for the treatn�nt of unbelievers (42/2); and the question of
Pt1rg..itory (1111/1 + 2).
13p. Vnge l hoped 'unbeli.cvers' ancJ 'purg-atory' would be addenda.
Dc,m l.lnyero 1·t sought substantial ahrreement, not uniformity in
fancifu l idects - lie fe,ll'ed an ecw11enical qu.:ig111i 1,e.
!Jut t'h·.Char l ey felt tli.1t any statement which Llidn't allude to
such matters \vould not convlnee.
I.Ip. Mur•phy O'Connor re,,dmled the Commissjon that they had to decide
whether both sul.Jjects were 111atte1•s for the main text or as an appendix.
Jlp.S,rnter thought one for the text and one for the Appendix (Purgatory)
Dc• u.11 B;.iycro 1·t saw para 11 els with the Lu ther.111 dialogue where back
ground papers played an important role.
Sr.Uoultling was of the opinion that l\RCIC-II dif fered fro I ARCIC-I
i 11 its s tu t(•1o1e11 ts lic1 v ing some pr.:ict i ea 1 npp1 ·j c.:ition.
llp.Ll•ssc11•tl L'.ttttioned on too c.:irly Cl (.lc-cision
quest i 011s' .is tl1cy 11ml 11ot yl ! t I.Jeen discussed.

about 'fanci I ul

J' 1 ·.S0�1 1 1c• 11ntc•J tli�1t 111odc�r11 writing c1bo11t faith \v�1s distinguished
t 1•u111 l'l'l igio11s lwl icl. M.iny 01·cl i11 ury pcupll• were concerned about the salva
t io11 ol unlJelic•vc•r�. Cod lt.:iu sure ly tdke11 stc•ps to ensure the salvation
ol c1l l 111.inki11LI. Tl1('l'e hc1d bec11 a real dcvelop111e11t in C.1tholic thin king
jn V.:iti 1 'c111 lf ..ind tl1e Com111issio1 1 ,welled to ,1<.lclress deep concerns.

•
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i so1_1 cl' etre for the
g
Pro res�o1· Po bee arguc<l fo1· a rni ssi olo i cal ra
1n the body of the
Church. There wJs an obligation to treat this issue
g
try to answer
to
text. Christians trom Africu antl Asia were obli ed
the quest ion.
y said before.
rr.Tillard apoloµ;ized for repeating ivhut he h;:id frequentl
y where
The Commission did not have to de;:il with the whole problem but onl
would
there
p
issues divided the two Churches. Unless only this was attem ted
never be an end.
Bp.S.:inter cautioned the Commission, however, against buying an
incredible Aubrustinian-Christendo111 peace.
Mr.Cll.:irley WdS equally \vorried about negative reactions to any
suspicion of universalism.
Fr.Y..irnold

•

ivondered whether a negative tormulation \vOuld suffice.

Pro I .Wright urged an exa111ination of the text before any I inal
dee i sions were 111&le.
Up.S�mtPr .isl--od whcthv1· tl11• slt.:1pc ul tlH' 111di11 text \vas satisl'..ictory.
Was the integration or the Chu1·ch in l..Jal..ince?
l'r.Yo.rno]d requested u11 explicit cross-rc-lerencing of the answers to
the three questions set out in the ope11ing par.:is. (Li - 7).
Proles�or O'Donovan con1111entcd on his I irst 1•eading ol the text
with 'feroc_iously Protestant eyes'. While .:id1niri11g thP lllilteri.:il he found
(1) an cn1µll.:isis that justifitwo points 11dssing 01· underclllpltusized:
(2) the csch.:ito log i c.:i l theme th.:it
c.:i t ion is incorpor.i t ion in tu Christ;
God's final l.:ivourab);?verdkt un 111c1n is l..Jrought into tltc 111idst ol ti111e • •
l'r.Ti I lard d)..!;l'Ced on the cruci.:il signll ic�111ee ol
but :::io111e h.Jd d isugreed.

i11eot•poratio11,

Up. C:it,1ri w.Js u11co11ilot•Lc1ule tl1ut tile 011Ly 111etaplturs ol' the Chun:!h
were 'si�r1','instl'u111cnt' and'stew.:irll'. \vlly not 'body' or 'bride'? This
\vus irnrortant i11 view or Prolesso1· O'Donov.:in's stress on incorµorat ion.
Up .Murpl1y-O' Connor s t i J 1 f e Lt tlw t tl1l' Cl111rch \✓;1s only tn Le t1·e.:i tccl
.:is it rel.1tccl to j11sti I ication.
Ltnon lli]l lelt para.9 ir1adequ.:ite. Mo1·e w,1::; 11l•edccl to expl.:i.in
what was being suid about the Chul'clt ullll \vhdt \✓dS not.

fr.Tilldrd rL:,1inded the Co111111issiu11 that lie h,:iu asked ror a sect.ion
on incorporation between pul'ns. 10/l l.

•

- 3 rr.Dupl'C?V \v...ts co11sl:ious tli.it there had been two quest ions put to
ARCIC-11. An!,!;l ic.111s h.:id as"ed fo1• nn exp) icution ot justification, whilst
C.itholics h.id ...tskL•u fo1• a t1·e..it111e11t of the Church as sacramental. The
linh. between thesP two was ther0fore the Commission's proper subject.
13p.S.inter w.ir11ecl the Commission a�oinst the danger of a
'panto111imc-horse': De Justil icationP - De Ecclcsia.
Professor Ch...iLl\vicl, cJicl 11ut thinh Sola fitlc 111c.:int Sine Ecclcsiae

•

•

•

•
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B�. Murphy-O'Connor wanted to agree with the stress on incorporation
into t e Body made by Professor 0 1 Donovan, Fr. Tillard and Bp. Gitari.

Bp. Santer agreed. This would link with Baptism.

Fr. Tillard was anxious that ground 9ained at nurharn should not be lost.
There the question had been asked whether the Church had something to do for
salvation. Something was needed from the Church. Anglicans were not the same
as Lutherans as the sacraments had always been important even for Evangelica ls.
He cited Roger Beckwith.
Mr. Charle� v,as aware of ARCIC-I's assumption that nothing needed to be
said about Bapt1sm. This was perhaps a mistake. He also felt the docu�ent
held together till para. 22 - then it became a rag-bag.
Fr. Duprey stressed again the importance of something on the Church as
the Sacrament of Salvation.
Fr. Yarnold defended the lo9ic of the text.
was in fact answered in para. 22 ff.

The third opening question

Bp. Vofel suggested that para. 8 could be ex�dnded on 1ncorporat1on.
He pleadedor
some Old Testament reference to th� salvation of a People
where individualism was contrasted hy the co•'IT'unity.
Sr. Boulding and Bp. Gitari asked for the deletion of para. 9.

Bp. Vogel thought para. 19 the place to adumbrate incorporation.
ProfP.ssor O'Oonovan found the 'relevant' conclusion somewhat tiMid.
The problem was set up in terms of the verbs dikaioo and iustificare. But
the conclusion was a noun. The potential significance of this had not been
brought out.
Fr. Thornhill asked what audience was being addressed. It was a mista�e
to turn from those with a techni ea 1 fonna tion to ord rnary people. The rea 1
issue was not as seen in the 16th century. The Pdul 1np e,perience was of a new
freedom 1-1hich removed all barriers. The whole of hu111.:inity was open to ulth
in Jesus Christ.
Professor Chadviick did not 11.int to SPC only protess 1onals addressed.
The diagnosis of what man is was rPlPvi\nt to ju<;tificJt1on. Modern m.:in saw
himself in the light of Freud and tlux, Darwin ,1nd Pven Coµernicus. The
Gospel had something to say to this 1�hich 1-1as forPi<Jn to 1•odern ears.
Fr. Acidapur asked 1•1hether the <itatcrn0nt \'Jc'" tlirectcd to each other or to
a conmon preaching to the world.

Sr. Boulding & Bp. Santer sa1-1 it as ,111sv1Prtn<J 11hether th issue constituted
a reason for remaining out of con,nunion.
\
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Mrs. Tanner argued however in favour of a
n to a doctrinal
agreement which looked �ut to th� world. She wasconclusio
not
happy
with the-existing
paras. 30-36.
Bp. Vogel also pleaded for something which spoke of the 'faith and fire'
of the Christian life, even if it was aimed at leadership.

•

Bp. Lessard stressed the need for eschatology. The Kingdom was m�de
present - it was already anticipated whilst the Church struggled more and more
to rea 1 i ze it.
Mr. Charley applauded the Anglican-Refonned Statement with its grounding
of the Church in mission. The real question was how far could the Churches
engage in evangelism together.

Fr. Kevin McDonald observed that the papers on reception indicated the
need for reception by the totality of the Church. There was therefore a need
for a living document.

Fr. Duprey felt the text so far had not sufficiently underlined justification
as being of the New Creation. Both a forensic notion of justification and the
Church needed to be overcome.
Fr. Tillard repeated what he had said at Durham - there was a distinction
between the role of Christ and the role of the Church. But how was the Church
associated with Christ in salvation? The Evangelical stress on mission was
due to their stress on salvation.

•

Sr. BouldinQ was struck by Fr. Duprey's criticism of a forensic notion of
the Church. All too often the Church was "wheeled in" from the outside when
it was in reality in us the baptized.
Professor Pobee underlined the insights of BEM,

Professor Chadwick detected a change of direction.
to start with the past as in nurham and Pleshey.
Bp. Murphy-O'Connor agreed.

It had been a mistake

It was too late to bring in relevance.

Mr. Charley pleaded for the keeping of the historical material in some
form, but at para. 10.
B . Vogel was delighted at the change of mind.
from the present, through the past.

•

One went to the future.

Canon Hill said this \-1as ARCIC-l's methodology - but it had been achieved
by experience.

Fr. Thornhill also approved of the new mode which would call people to
mission together •
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Professor Chadwick was sure the historical material in the first part
of the text could be incorporated by anapparatus, especially at paras 20-21.
There was still the common problem - the role of the Church. Bp. Vogel agreed.
Bp. Santer 5aw the order as 1-2 then to 8.

Professor Chad\�ick still urged the Commission not to see justification
and sanctification as successive. Hooker had seen this.

Mr. Charley entered a historical caveat. !�hile there may have been
differences between the Lutheran and Anglican Reformations, today Evangelicals
looked at the problem with Lutheran eyes. But Fr. Tillard did not think
contemporary Evangeli ea 1 s used the viord justification very much. Mr. Charley �
said they did with R.C.s!
Fr. Duprey was content to underline the total gratuity of God's action.
There was debate about justification within the R.C. Church. But there was
agreement on the total gratuity of the whole process of sanctification. This
had emerged in the century after the Counter-Reformation. Salvation as a
whole was totally gratuitous, not simply justification. This was accepted on
both sides. The question was what were the consequences for the Church.
For the Reformation traditions tile question was one of the reality of the
sacramental aspect of the Churcll.

\

..
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•

F
u n bel
that the way to understand the problem was to see
Jesus Chr��l �� fh e �1 �ved
t
of
time and s ace, to b 9e c nsu the Fa ther to mankind., The Church was Christ in
? mmated eschatol ogically Signs were means by which
Chr ist con�i nued salvat1on.
How was this worked out in the Church?
r T la
� aw _this gratui
d through incorporation. Faith
was t� Ple
: a{�Y C*r1st1 an, everythityn gaswasrealize
through and in faith.
Fr. Soane hear d two contemporary questions. Why was it neces
sary to have
a Chur ch at all? What of the
salvation of unbelievers ?
�r . Adappur as ked whether Anglicans differed from Cathol ics on thes e
quest1ons.
Profess or O'Donovan shared Fr . Soane's anxiety. The quicker one centered
on the Church the quicker was the danger of l imiting the universality of the
wo r k of Chr ist.
All manki nd was claimed by Christ to God. Then one moved to
the Church.
Fr. Y arnold wondered whether a move in this direction woul d satisfy
Evangeli eals.

Mr. Charl e also saw a danger in
text was very slender on faith.

•

sa ying

too much about the Church. The

Bp. Santer claimed it was inadequate to talk about the Res urrection and
then to move to the Church. There must be a stress on incorporation. Christ
uses human means . Jesus to the Chu rch was an oversimplification.
S r. Boulding feared the danger of s peaking about universal ity without
full ecclesiology. She stressed faith..

a

For Be, Vogel the probl em was that the non-sacramental Churches le� more
salvific l1ves. The sacramental Churches needed to stress what was thei rs
was gift, not poss es sion.

Pr ofessor Chadw ick spoke of Luther 's stress on simul justus. It was
there in Augus tine and appl ied to the Church by Or igen. People saw the Church
as power-hungry prelates and a neurotic laity. So the hecca trix element was
obvious. Jansenists as wel l as Evangelicals stress ed t is. Was there a
bridge between the Church as the Body of Christ and sinners? Justification
was this.
Wednesday, 29th August, 3.30 p.m.

•

From the Chair , Bp. Murphy-O'Connor invited discussion on five areas:

1.
2.
3.

A new introduction, beginnin g w ith contemporary faith.
The role of the Church and incor poration into Christ and the
Church as the Sacrament of Salvation.
Faith - including the question of the salvation of unbelievers .
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4.
5.

The Conclusion.
Purgatory etc.

rer
He asked for further discussion in order that the drafters had a clea
picture of their task. Were any essential elements left out?
Dean Baycroft stressed the need to add an eschatalogical emphasis.

Fr. Thornhill reiterated the change in mode by a call to COOJTIOn mission.
Bp. Murphy-O'Connor felt this was material for the conclusion.

Mr. Charley wanted a Trinitarian introduction. Faith also came in two
sections in the present text. He also wanted Professor Chadwick's justa
et peccatrix.
Bp. Murphy-O'Connor asked for coITlllent on an introduction.
Professor Chadwick urged a plunge into what was the question. God
requires righteousness but is also the God of love and mercy and has acted
to redeem us. Man is sinful and fallen and suffers from finitute, ignorance,
weakness of will and resistance. Christianity is a religion of salvation and
brings hope and forgiveness to human beings - though they rarely practise it.
The doctrine of grace and forgiveness is foreign to modern man. There is the
possib1lity of a new creation. The historical setting seemed remote.
Fr. Akpunonu pleaded for some historical explanation of why the subject
was debated.
Bp. Vogel thought that history could come after Church and Salvation.
Mr. Charley was content with historical allusion, with detail elsewhere.
Bp. Santer agreed. The Cormiission should begin with the heart of the
Gospel. Were we agreed?
Fr. Yarnold proposed two Introductions - there was the device of the
Co-Chairmen's Preface.
Mr. Charley questioned its status.
Fr. Tillard cautioned against the suggestion that there was division on
the heart of the Gospel. There was difference on interpretation.
�- Santer did not find paras. 1-2 sufficient.
Fr. Kevin McJonald was unhappy that justification should be thought of as
the heart of the Gospel alone.
Professor O'Donovan saw the problematic as justification as the way into
the heart of the Gospel. It manifested the righteousness of God.

•
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Fr.Tillard believed the r,1ost basic point was God's mercifulness.
C ould we also say so111ething about cr·eation.
Fr.Thornhill put the two together in "God's saving justice".
Sr. B oulding said this debate illustrated the danger of starting
with time-conditioned terms.
Professor Pobee thought the crucial question was what God
required.

•

Bp.Santer alfirrned the importance of the Gospel speaking about
death and resurrection. He did not want a psychologized Gospel.
Bp. Murphy-O'Connor found an inadequacy in the role of the Church.
There was no mention of incorporation or the sacrament of salvation •
Dean Baycroft wanted incorporation as the lead in to the role
of the Church, rather than as n subsection.
Bp. Voge 1 pleaded for reference to the Old and New Israel.
Mr. Charley repeated his plea

for n Trinitarian start.

ilp. Vogel rather wanted it as a summary.
Mr.Charley wanted the accomplished salvation
then iPCAI'poi'at.ion.

of Christ first,

B p.

Murphy-O'Connor and Sr.Boulding questioned whether Christ
could be experienced without incorporation.

•

Mr.Charley agreed but Sr. Boulding was still unhappy at their
separation •
Bp.Santer said the point of being in the Church was incorporation
in Christ.
Bp. Gltari wanted to avoid the impression that all that was
needed was to join the Church, ratherithnn starting with a commitment
to Christ.

fr • .l\kpunonu asked if one could be committed to Christ without
the Church.
for Mr. Charley and Bp. Murphy-0' Conno1· the problem was those
conunitteu to the Church and not to Christ.
Professor Pobee pleaded for the inclusive Pauline 'in Christ'.

•

Professor O'Donovan womlered whether the problem would be partially
solved if there was more stress on the Church as Slbrn. This was onto
logiL:al. It was better to st;:irt wl th' Sign' than with 'Instrument' ,
which had difficulties. The Church as sign of the Kingdom was an
easier place to uegin.

- lU Bp. Cormac was happy with a re-ordering.
Abp. Butelezi did not want the omission of instrumentality.
Fr. Adappur agreed. The question was whether Christ wanted
his salvation to be mediated through the instrumentality of the Church.
I

•

Fr, Tillard could not deduce this directly from the Gospels.
That was the problem.
Mr. Charley wondered whether other words could be found for
in strwnent/instrumentali ty.
Bp. Vogel agreed they had materialistic connotations.
Dean Baycroft reminded the Commission of a suppressed Durham
phrase: the Servant Church as sign and steward.
Canon II ill noted that Professor O 'Donovan had asked for a re
ordering not a deletion.
Professor Chadwick defended 'instrument'. Though it might convey
the sub-personal, the Word and Sacraments were not purely intellectual.
There was no English alternative. Ilp. Murphy-O'Connor was attracted
by the richness of the word.
Fr. A<lappur agreed it could be inanimate. But it was properly
used analogically. He could be an instrument in Cod's hand.
means.

Bp. Sant er

wantect it beyond doubt that Cod uses human beings as

Bishop Murphy-O'Connor then asked for a dlscusslon of faith.
Fr. Tillard explained that faith was characteristic of the
Church because it was linketl to the g ratuity of God. In it was the
transcendence of God and the frailty of man.
Hp, Murphy-O'Connor asked whether para. 23 was adequate. Fr.
Tillard found it insufficient.
Bp. Vogel noted para. 20 as well.
fr. Yarnold pointed out that the paras. on grace and assurance
were also relevant (23+25) ami Professor Pobcc felt the headings of
all the latter paras. should be deletetl as all were related to faith.
Bp. Santer remlnded the Commission of Bp. Ca111eron's anxiety .
at the late treatment of fal th (Li2/3) (Bp. Callleron had not yet arrived.).
But l"lr. Charley was convinced that faith could not be dealt
with until after Salvation and Justification.
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Fr. Soane asked to what extent
..
the Corm11ss1on
was presenting a contemporary
statement on faith 1 n curr
:nt
theol
ogical
debate
there was discussion about
degrees of explic·tn s. Fa,�h
could
not
be
tied
to
intellectual consent. This
issue was linked� O ��e question
of
�he
salvation
of
unbelievers. This could be
put in ne atively at para. 15_or positivel
23. There was a distinction
y
at
para.
between f�ith that _saves and intellectual assent to the
Gospel which makes
explicit sa ving
. faith. But he agreed this was not a matter
of disagreement.
Sr. Boulding called for the unpack.mg of fa,·th� as had been done for
"justification11.
11

•

Professor Pobee agreed with Fr. Soane. He also made a plea for "justifica
tion by grace through faith" throughout the document •

Professor Wright said that people today wanted to know what faith invol'led
in concrete terms.

Bp. Santer asked for rewriting to avoid needless misunderstandings. There
were two quite different problems over faith. The problem in James - minimal
assent. Fr. Soane's problem was maximum assent.

B . Gitari also echoed Bp. Cameron's question whether faith should come at
the ena.
Fr. Thornhill agreed they must confine themselves to Church-dividing issues.
But perhaps in an introduction God's universal will to save mankind could be
emphasized, followed by the Church as the Sign of this (as in Gaudium et Spes).

•

B . Murphy-O'Connor agreed. The vision of the Church as Sacrament and
Sign s�ows how salvation is offered to unbelievers.

Fr. Tillard was certain that for the two Churches faith was included in
Sacraments. There was no true sacrament without faith, and no true faith
without sacramental life. This was a comnon Augustinian heritage: an osmosis
of sacraments and faith.
Bp. Butelezi saw the Old Testament theme of election as helping.
chose a People not for themselves but for the salvation of the world.

God

A · Vogel recounted a phrase of John Maquarrie to complt>Otent "anonymous
Christ�ans": "anonymous atheists within the Church".

Bp. Murphy-O'Connor suim1E>d up the general discussion as indicating work
on: Pur9ator y, eschatology, mission, and the Church as Sacrament and
simul justa et peccatrix .

•

•

- 12 Thursday, 29th Aubrust; 9.30 a.m.
Up, Santer asked whether we needed to resume discussion on the
question of faith.
fr. Soane replied thci: we dld since we have not yet clarified our
approach to the question of unbelievers. Should this be treated in
the context of the universality of salvation. Fr. Soane suggested
that we should rpention the universality of salvation early on and
then be content with a negative remark to the effect that this is
not intended to exclude from salvation those who have not heard the
Gospel or who have not heard it in such a way that they could respond
to it.
fr. Thornhill said he would prefer a positive rather than a
negative remark, showing how unbelievers are part of a saving mystery.
Fr. Soane said in that case the question arises of where to locate
it in the document.
Prof. Wright noted that the thrust of our discussion is now to remove or
transfer the first eight or nine paragraphs, the ones that deal with
our differences. The question now arises: what are we trying to do
in the docwnent? Are we going to address differences, or is there a
new state111eut or the gospel that we wiah to make. It's not altogetrer
clear what we are trying to do in the document.
fr. TilJ urd asked, did we not agree to deal with justification
in the context of salvation? We need to stick to that; justification
in salvation and salvation in the Church.

•

Prof.Wright asked if Fr v Tillard was proposing a logical outline:
one topic following from another?
fr.Tillard replied that we 111ust start w.ith salvation and think of
justification arter that •
It was ai:,rreed that there was a need for some lines on baptism
in this general context.
Up.Santer sajd that we still need to determine where the treat
ment of faith is going to uc; how is the Pleshey draft to be reordered?
Pro r. Wright replied that the question is: in the sixteenth
century was our abrrec111ent/dlsagreenient ill.lout fui th or alJout justifi
cation.
Mrs. Tanner sn i.d the c1raft ing qucs tion all depends on how we
.intend to use paragraphs 4 - 7.
Sr,Douhling said that as far as drafting ls concerneu, Prof.
Wright's point is that agreed material should precectelcontroversial
{
material.

J

r 1,. Thornhill askctl whe the1' rr.Tillard would not agree that faith
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- 14 Fr. Tillard abrreecl and pointed out that the problem about Trent
is justification by faith alone.
Bp, Murphy-O'Connor said that some of our discussion is going
back to things already discussed over the last two years. We have
in fact already reached a general agreement about justification.
Mr. Charley agreed with Fr. Tillard about faith alone, but said
the problem is the relation of faith to the cause of justi fication.
Sr. Boulding sug�ested we should
by grace, through faith".

•

•

L6C

the phrase �justification

Fr. Soane pointed out that some theologians distinguish faith
from religious belief. What we h;ive done is to accept a more traditional
terminology •
Dean llaycroft asked whether Op. Cameron's amendment of para. 23
did not take care of that •
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Fr. Soane said that that was a different question; his concern was
about those who had never heard of Christ or God; maybe that issue is too
wide for us.
Sr. Coulding asked whether this issue did not come down to the question
of the unive rsality of salvation. Isn 1 t that its right context?
Prof. O'Oonovan said that para. 23 is expressed in a very serious kind
of way. We need to �ention the joy and delight of faith. As it is, the
paragraph simply is about believing what is right and setting out to do it.
Prof. Wright said that Fr. Soane's concern needs to be taken up in the
context of faith as a correlative of salvation.
Abp. Uutelezi agreed that it should he included, and included in relation
to Christ's universal mission of salvation.

Bp. Santer felt this area coulrl he misleading if not dealt with very fully.'

�p. Vo9el felt this was a nuance of the main theme that could come out in
the development of the main theme.

Bp. Santer moved on to a discussion of the conclusion of the document.
lle asked .,.,hether or not we need to mention of the r.hurch "simule iusta et
peccatrix". ls there enough on this in para. 15 or do we need more colourful
develo�nent of this point.

Bp. LessJrd said this point needs to be �andled carefully. When speaking
of the Church's struggle with sin, we need to make the point that the Church is
sinful because of its members, not insofar as it is the Body of Christ.
Other11ise the Orthodox would certainly be unhappy with it.
Mr. Charley said we need more than is in para. 15 and he would like to
see it in the context of grace.
Prof. Wright, referring to 13p. Lessard asked ,,.,as there not a disagreement •
between the churches ahout whether and how a church can be called sinful.
Anglicans would he inclined to see the matter differently from Bp. Lessard.
Prof. fright made a distinction between Pope Paul Vl's vie\-1 of this matter
and that of the Council Fathers.
Prof. Chadvtick said the Council 1 s phrase for the Church was "Sancta et
simul purificonda".
Bp. Lessard said this formula was proposerl to and adopted by the Council
Fathers; it was not imposed on them.
Fr. Duprey corroborated this.
Prof. fhadwick said that in 16th century, the Catholic Church was very
conscious of being in continuity with the apostles, whereas Protestants saw
the1nselves as in continuity with the peorle of the Old Testament \-Jho had an
unrivalled proµensity for a�ostasy.

•
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Bp. Santer said that Anglicans could certainly assent to Origen's
formulation 'simul iusta et peccatrix 11 • Could Catholics?
Prof. Chadwick said that the meaning of Origen's phrase is that in
the church we are forgiven sinners who remain in conflict with sin.

Fr. Addapur said that this left Bp. Lessard's problem still unresolved.

Sr. Boulding said this is a doctrinal problem. Vatican II had to deal
with the formulation of Pius XII in M stici Corporis in which he presented
the Church as not sinful at all. Couyd Anglicans accept the fonnula
11
sancta et purificonda11 ?

•

Mr. Charley said that we have not in fact dealt with faith and grace
sufficiently.
The notions of assurance and perseverance need to be linked
with faith. We present grace as a rather abstract concept which lacks the
dynamism of the Greek and Hebrew vocabulary found in the bible: the· biblical
words express God's covenantal activity. For this reason it would be good
to mention election, and to mention predestination in the context of persever
ance: God bringing His work to fruition.
Bp. Murphy-O'Connor said he thought we had been careful not to mention
predestination. The sense of it comes in para. 25 where it is put in a
different way so as not to suggest a passive acceptance of salvation.
Mr. Charley said that we were being selective.
Bp. Vogel said predestination is a flag word.
without bringing ourselves into new problems.

•

We can make the point

Prof. Pobee said it would be good to stress the eschatological dimension
Also if we are silent about
and so speak of God's "bringing to fruition 11 •
the gifts of grace; grace is not something static and we need to include this
if we're concerned about the role of the Church.
Bp. Santer said he did not like the phrase at the end of 22 11 grace is not
a thing". Who is the Aunt Sally?
Bp. Vogel said 22 could be written more positively.
Fr. Yarnold felt there was an Aunt Sally.
Fr. Akpunonu said he disagreed with this sentence in 22 since if grace is
not a thing, it is nothing at all.
Canon Hill said that some non-Roman Catholics do accuse Catholics of
having a mater1alist view of grace.
Sr. Boulding said we need to say something about the effects of grace.

•

Fr. Yarnold said this last sentence would be better if the two halves of
it were reversed.

•
•

- 17 After the break Bp. Santer resumed, reminding the Commission that since
we have a basic draft we should now move to the conclusion.
Mr. Charley said he was not yet ready for that, since he felt th�t
section 20 on judgement was very inadequate. Judgement means separation �nd
division. This separation is very important : it underlies divine sovereignty
and human freedom. It underlies the essential nature of faith and that what
divides people is 1-ihether they have responded in faith.
Fr. Akpunonu foun<l this a minimal approach; grace produces good works
which are more than just evidence of grace.
Fr. Yarnold said that on grace, he hoped the drafters would look at his
paper and that they would decide between the alternatives presented there.
Bp. Santer said that any differences on this matter were now clear and
would go before the drafters.
The discussion then moved to the conclusion of the document.

'

Fr. Thornhill said that two elements should be included in the conclusion
of the document as it addresses itself to the relevance of this topic for
today. One is the issue of human existence hefore God and God's love. The
other is that in Christian existence all harriers are removed as we stand
before the goodness of God.
Op. Santer asked would this involve keeping 34-36.
Fr. Thornhil I:

Yes.

Prof. O'Donovan opposed Fr. Thornhill 's suggestion since the implication
of following his advice would be to enhance a troubling individualism in the
document: there is very little about human community and its ordering.
33 contains the foremost thing we need to say hut we need to add that God has
relativized the search for justice in human community. HC' must say this.
it.

Prof. Wright said -v,e should state the relevance of this topic, not rlead
30 and 31 (1st sentence) plead relevance.

Up. Lessard said that by strengthening the eschatological basis in the
early parts of the docu111ent 1 we would provide a hetter basis for our conclusions.
Prof. tfri9ht said that -v,e need in the conclusion a sentence that sho1-1s that
we now agree on 1·1llat we previously disagreed over.
It was agreed that materidl on Catholic Practices he in an appendix.
Fr. Yarnold said the review of our historical differences should be in
the Chairmen's preface (i.e. 3-7).
text.

Bp. Murphy-O'Connor said he thought we had agreed that it he in the main

Bp. Santer said he thought we had sim�ly a�reed that.the text begin with
a positive statement which refers to the h1stor1cal material.

•

•
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The discussion then moved to material not yet dealt with.
B�. Santer said that thP. background to papers 40/1 and 40/2 was
Julian s concern that some people will say that our agreement is worthless
if it contains no reference to indulgences, etc. ThP. Catholic mind identifies
these problems in relation to the Church; the Protestant in relation to
justification.
Sr. Boulding said the O'nonovan/Soane document is good and virtually
solves the problem.

•

Fr. Soane said he agreed that topic should not he dealt with in the
main text.
Prof. O'Donovan, introducing 40/2, said that the hermeneutical principles
on p. l are important in endeavouring to prove the universe of the dead; this
is important for non-Catholics. The problem is divided into prayer-related
and dead-related aspects. They felt that having done this, they were able to
think alike. Having done that they felt that prayer for the dead and invocation
of the saints need not be things about which ARCIC need take up a position.
Fr. Soane, referring to herm�neutical principle 3 said that Catholics
need to be aware of the variety of theological explanations of this issue in
the Catholic Church.
Fr. Thornhill said this leaves us in a very happy position since \'/hat we
have to accept is very elemental.

•

Sr. Boulding said the Church does release documents that affirm particular
practices and a theology which is a background to it.
Bp. Murphy-O'Connor asked l1ow people thought we should tackle the question .
Fr. Tillard said that the way 40/2 has tackled the problem is both
prudent and intelligent.
Bp. Santer said that on this, Trent settled for much less than the abusive
piety that provoked the Reformation, \.Je need to make it explicit that this is
an area where others can do things we may not want to do,
Sr. Boulding referred to a 1965 staten1ent on indulgences and a 1979 state
ment on prayers for the dead. We have to ensure that what we say does not
contradict the Cllr.
Prof. Hri�ht suspected that the definition of indulgences on p.2 of 40/2
is not the official understanding. He also questioned the use of the word
"saints". l✓ ho does this mean?

•

•
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.
ech on indulgences in the
Fr. Duprey said that Pope John P�ul ir_i a spe
s P oke of "always needing
last Holy Year put this proble111 in a new d1111ens1on when he ears
h e h as never
the indulgence of God." Note also that in the last twenty y
are, so don't
they
been asked about indulgences: most Catholics don't kno w what
let's give the111 an i111portance that they no longer have.
indulging
Bishop Murphy-O'Connor stressed the importance of the shift froni
to indulgence.
Revd. J. Charley said he liked the 40/2 approach: but it needs to be
abbreviated and simplified. It is "donnish' as it stands. Als�. what a�out the
fact that these practices appear to contrddict what has been said about indulgences.
we need to show that they do not.
Professor Chadwick expressed gratitude for 40/2. He noted however that
the document says that indulgences are about the forgiveness of sin, �,hereas
,
in the Middle Ages they were about remission of punishment. By talking about
indulgences as being to do with the forgiveness of sins, we recognize the popular
misconception that indulgences forgive sin. Note, too, that the treasury of
merit is a way of saying "sola gratia".
Mr. Charl� accepted Prof. Chadwick's re1nar-ks and said the problem is the
great diversity on this among Roman Catholics, the problem is of knowing what
people mean.
Sr. Boulding took issue with 13isl1op Murphy-O'Connor s.1ying that the documents
she referred to are actually talking about remission of punishment <1fter sins.
Fr. Thornhill said the essential issue here is the removal of obstacles between
man and God. It's all to do with he<1ling, not with o.1 punitlVe process.
Professor W!J._g_!1__t_ said the appendix should say what is the relation of
indulgences to justification. 40/2 doesn't ,·efcr tc justifico.1tion. If this
(40/2) is what indulgences 111can, it could be very po51tively integr<..1ted with
justification.
Sr. [louldin.9. said she felt tier thesis did just that.
[listw£_Murpl1y-O'Connor noled th,ll tile plurctl 1-1orLI 'inLlulgences' h <,s
different meanings in the Catholic Church. We ne�d lo link till':> word lo the
doctrine that underlies it.
M__r_:.__C_h�l_gy Wil!:, concerned lll.:it w0 wcrr tul�inq ac; if indulgences was the
only issue.
AFTERNOON _S!_SS l ON_: ..l..:_.12_�1.
[lhh_.9JJ�JJJ11-0'Co11no1· i11trouuced the topic ut µ1·<1yer<, fur the d p.:irled.
�ishop Sa!!_�- noted two principles. �Jh.it Ct11·i!>lion tr.:idilion has tried to
cope with is that 1:uqy Christians ilre not ready for the vision of God whPn they
died. rlelieving tl1al doesn't co111111it you to o pcir tiLulor doctrine ot purgatory.

,
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A thousand years separate prayer for the dead from the doctrine of purgator y. We
need to have an eye to the traditional Orthodox objections to purgatory. They
see it as a covert universalism.
�r. Boulding : We've tended to Put purgatory in terms of punishment though
this itself is not dogmatic; we may see it as purification.
Dean Baycroft asked whether our purpose here is to reach an agreement or to
say why we feel we don't need an agreement on these issues.
Prof. Wright said that in the English tradition of Anglicanism there has
been a debate about whether we should pray for the departed. We have to settle
whether t�1s is a Catholic practice.
Bishop Murphy-O'Connor asked whether there was any Anglicun formulary that
cast doubt on the practice of prayer for the dead .

•

•

•

•
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rr • Duprey s,U d that thj s is a problem of time am! eternity.
The 01: tl1uuox do p1•uy for the t.leaLL and have their "customs" theory:
_
the dJ�Lerent customs you n1ust pass as you prog,·ess to Goel. This is
syu,�ol.1c l�Ul)...'lla).!;c. Note t hat the Cow1cil of Florence,even, does not
go .111tu l::,'l'eat detajl on thc111.
P1,·ol. O'Dullovan sa.id he w.:1s not reassured by Sr. Cecily's idea
of cust i11g purgatory in tcn11s of !:,'"l'owth. The categories of growth
and process Llon't express the reaJity of justification. People are
usuaJ ly less s..iintJy at the ti111e of death thm1 before: so it's not a
pruL't'ss. Should I.Je niorc apophntic about it all.

•

C.::u1on IU lJ sa i.d that tlie ruJ lcr experience of God at death will
Le L>oth joy w1d pain. Tllis :is 1'cl�vant:. J\lso \ve must see prayer for
the deaLI i11 tlw gener al co11text of inte1•cessory prayer •
Pro r. \-J1• j gl It drew attcnt ion to Pleshey 21 on sanct i fie ation.
IIL' askeu whether nll the statement s on sanctj flcati on were consistent
with one a.11othcr. '10/2 ag1•ces that therclcan Le prayers for the dead;
also Sr. Cecily has said that pray i.ng fol' the cleau docs not imply that
justirjcatioll is jnco111plcte. rr that is RC doctrine then it meets
l\ng_L i can ,u1x i eti cs.
Si·. Uu11 Id i111, 1·efcrr ing to P1•u I. 0 'DollUV'1.II' s puint suid tho.t tlte
g1·m.,,tli we (H'L' talhjn� about j)I tliis context is not the ki11d that
c�m I.Jc ul.Jserved. She had preswued that at Pleshey it hull been agreed
that sw1L'l:i l'ic,ttion is an 011)..!;ojng process.
lip. Vogt•] ... l1Tir111ed this 11ul:io11 al p1 °u).!;"t'e::;sio11 •
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J'1·. Tl101•11lii LI s,dc.l that we .::u.'e cunl..'crncc.l wtth rcmovin):'; obstacles
thut st...ulll l.Jetween us .:u1d L.;ml. Purgatory must be seen in thjs context.
lt':::i u.L,uut 1•(•! im1uishjng those thin�s that hnlu us back.
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to project into the next world in a way that lessens the
the gospel now.

Prof. Chadwick said that to plead in intercession - especially
eucharistically - the mercy aml gi.·ace of Cod for fellow believers,
living and dead is to supremely focus our faith on the sole grace of
Christ.
It is to acknowledge that in creation, souls are everlastingly
endowed with freedom; and it is to imply that Christian souls which
are not perfected at death may experience a passionate and fervent
longing to enter into the love of God more fully. We may pray that
the good work begun by God in their• lifetime may be brought to perfect ion through the redeeming love antl mercy manifest in Christ and
his cross.
Dean llaycroft said he was happy with thl.! l!0/2 l"orn1ulation since
it makes clear that we don't need agreement on all practices.
fr. Duprey said that we should not try to reach complete agree ment on this. l.lut we must I.Jc able to say that the Catholic doctrine
of purgatory does not contrauict our agreement on justification.
Sr.Boulding said that the CDF statement of 1979 said that prayer
for the dead must not be so stated as to impugn the special place of
BVM.
Mr. Charley expressed nnxie ty that this appemliK woulLI not
carry conv lctio11. To say tit.it purgatory is only fo1· the justi fled
does not help the evangelical. Are we 110 t stipulating things in
an area where \�C must be agnostic.
Prof. Wrh�ht: fi. good test would be to ask i[ we cnn say 'Amen'
to RC prayers for the cleaLI.
Op, Santer said again that wdcu1mot limit our::;eJ.v,s to Scripture.
Prayer for the Llead/i_s fouml. l'rom t�1c Sl'Co11LI Cl.!n tury.
Fr. Soane said that the prayer in the liturgy was conservative
It is also part of our doct7.· ine that charity doesn't
and t'estralned.
grow after death. In our preaching or purgatory, there is no question
of a "second chance". Rather, that the pain o [ pu1•gatory ls much
worse than the pain in this life: lt is to be avoided�
After this Jt was agreed to leave the work to drafters.
After the b1•eak two important letters were put bc[o1•e the Comm.isslon
and there was preliminary discussion o[ them.

•

-247.00 p.m,

Thurs. 29th August,

From the Chair, B . Santer opened discussion on the Pope's letter and
th�t of Cardinal Wille�rands. (The
Church & Salvation Sub-Co11111ission not
being present).
Sr. Boulding felt the Pope's letter closed the issue more than
Inter insigniores.

•

Dean Baycroft welcomed the fact of the letter as an example of universal
primacy.
Mrs. Tanner was grateful for its insistance that the ordination of women
was a theological matter. It was the right time to take up the issue •

7

Bp. Vo el co1T1T1ended the ARC/USA Statements where both positions were
seen as ful illing tradition.

Prof. Pobee admitted the difficulties with Anglican dispersed authority.
Abp. Butelezi did not believe the Orthodox would move but noted that
Anglican diversity did not break communion.
Fr. Addapur did not see the letter as a novelty. There had already been
a dialogue between Paul VI and Archbishop Donald Coggan.
Sr. Boulding would welcome some explanation of Anglican diversity and
conlTlunion.

•

Bp. Mur�hy-O'Connor stressed the importance of the present stage. Did the
letter mean go back', 'go away' or 'go easy'? Clearly the last. So what did
ARCIC suggest the Churches did?
Fr. Akpunonu hoped ARCIC could offer the Archbishop of Canterbury its
very serious thought.
Bishop Malone (President of the USA Conference of Catholic Bishops present for the rlay) wondered whether ARCIC-II would change the Elucidation
of ARCIC-1 (FR p.44).

Fr. Duprey understood ARCIC-I to be saying it did not wish to deal with
the matter.

Bp. Vogel affirmed that in the U.S. no departure from the Catholic concept
of priesthood had been intenrled.

•

Bp. Lessard felt the timing good (against Sr. Boulding). Both Churches
needed to discuss the women's issue. There was a need to 'satisfy' R.C.'s on
priesthood and eucharist. The issue also raised questions about the Sensus Fide
and the Orthodox •

----25Prof. Chadwick sensed the letter asked the C. of E. how much it really
cared for unity. Would comnunion with Rome diminish diversity? Did re�tora�ion
of ecclesial comnunion not call for sacrifices - as in a marriage relat,�nsh�p
as opposed to being engaged. Was the letter saying that if Anglican� maintain
the ordination of women they could not expect Rome to change Apostol1cae Curae.
OR if communion was established, women priests could not expect to be part of it.
Dean Baycroft argued for the place of women in the Church to be faced
together. He did not think 'how much did Anglicans care' the right question.
They also cared about the relationship between women and men.

Bh. Murphy-O'Connor sensed that the ministries of women had to be discovered
in bot Churches. In some ways the R.C. Church was more advanced. Could we
help each other - but slowly.
Fr. Duprey agreed the question was doctrinal. But disagreement was in a
different category from other doctrinal disagreements because of the point of
fact of the ordination of women.

Sr. Boulding wanted to see thP. whole question of women's ministry tackled
first.
Bp. Vogel saw a major ecclesiological difference between the R.C. Church
as a universal Church and the Anglican Provincial Churches. Could there be
moral relativities?

•

••

l-·
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August 30th:

9.30 a.m.

From the chair Bishop Murphy-O'Connor continued the debate on the two letters.
Bishop Lessard asked about the ordination of women and Anglican-Orthodox
relations.
Bishop Santer said this had been very painful indeed. There were deep
cultural and social divides and little direct interface. ARCIC itself had caused
problems.

•

Canon Hill thought one reason for the sharp reaction had been a partial
presentation of Anglicanism in the past.
Fr. Duprey noted that only some Orthodox reacted strongly to a universal primacy .
Fr. Akpunonu asked whether the Orthodox reaction was social, theological or
traditional.
Professor Pobee and Canon Hill thought all three.
Fr. Adappur saw some good in women's liberation but also some extremes.
The Orthodox over-emphasized continuity. The Refom1ed were too enamoured with the
contemporary. Perhaps the Roman Catholic Church ha d a balance:
Bishop Vogel saw the problem as the inability to categorize between social,
theological and traditional arguments.

•

Bishop Santer thought that the Roman Catholic understanding of Tradition was
more in terms of a living voice than the Orthodox, which was only what had been
'handed down'. Which arguments resonated?
Bishop Lessard thought Inter insigniores was content to say there was not
enough reason for changing the tradition.
Bishop Vogel saw positive argument in terms of the New Creation and a
realized eschatology.
Professor Pobee hoped the ordination of women would be discussed only in the
context of the community of women and men in the Church.
Mrs. Tanner reflected on the multilateral context. There seemed to her to
be a new time now when some Orthodox, at least, could engage the question. The
ARCIC debate might help the Orthodox.
Archbishop Butelezi felt the wider study took the venom out of the power
politics.

•

Fr. Duprey- explained that the �nchanging tradition was the deepest link
between autocephalous Churches. Nor could the Orthodox teaching authorities
always express themselves freely. The ordination of women could have two
interpretations: sociological or a sign of the will of Christ for his Church.
Change could not be risked until it was clear which.

f
. f

-27Bishop Gitari asked the Roman Catholic members whether the Lambeth 1978
solution might be applicable - diversity whilst remaining in communion.
Bishop Murphy-O'Connor felt ARCIC-11 needed to say what kind of an obstacle
the ordination of women was.

Bishop Santer saw Inter Insigniores as declaring no change until there we:e
compelling reasons. The Orthodox position was that there could be no compelling
reasons. For the Orthodox there was the problem of no organs of coITTTiunion which
could make decisions.
The Papal letter certainly had ecclesiological significance.
For him Lambeth '78 was something of a 'cop out' as it retreated from the
universal acceptance of ministry.
Sr. Boulding's problem with Bishop Gitari's question was that if she knew
whether the ordination of women were God's will she would know whether she could
be in communion. But if a way forward could be found, Anglicans and Roman
Catholics should not hold back for the Orthodox. It was very important for the
Roman Catholic Church to make more use of its women.
•

Bishop Vogel insisted the real issue was ecclesiological. If there were
good arguments on both sides, could the issue be judged as disciplinary? Could
it be right for Anglicans and not for Roman Catholics?
Canon Hill reminded the Commission of the letter from ARC New Zealand
(44/2 Addition).

Dean Baycroft saw the Lambeth 1978 decision as interim. There was other
discussion in the Anglican Consultative Council. He dgreed that better organs
were required. A way of doing interim things was required. Would won�n bishops
break co11111union? A feminist critique was needed.
Canon Hill said Lambeth 1978 had not been a theological agreement.
The Conference had avoided schism but not
Professor Chadwick agreed.
solved the question. He wondered how Catholics assessed theological voices in
favour. There was
need for con•non counsel.
Fr. Adappur f.,JSed the possibility of those ordaining women having taken
the wong step.

•

Bishop Gitar� welcomed the Pope's letter as it implicitly took Anglican
Orders seriously.
Sr. [loulding_ regretted that a serious c.:ise was obscured by the lunatic
fringe. But she could not yet see whJl decision could be made jointly.
Bishop Lessard was anxious to include Orthodox and Lutherans in the discussion.
Bishop Santer castigated the absolutization of provincial autonomy and
jealousy with regi1rd to rights.
Organs of co111T1un1on and decision making were
needed. Nor was inopportunism �,holly unrespectable or abstinence for the sake
of COIIITtUni ty.

•
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Mrs. Tanner felt for women in the Church of England who could be patient
for ten years or so - the present time-table - but not much longer.
Fr. Duprey admitted that the Roman Catholic position could only become
credible when women's ministry had been broadened, with real specificity for the
role of women.
Bishop Vogel urged realism. Episcopalians were less aware of universal
corrmunion, and the need for restraint, than Catholics.

•

Fr. Akpunonu was perplexed ecclesiologically at national Churches going
ahead.
Bishop Murphy-O'Connor remained unconvinced but was convinced at the
urgency and importance of working together on women's place in the Church.
But urgency did not mean rush. Was ARCIC the place to begin talking about this
as well as the impediment of the ordination of women. Did the issue affect
the question of sacerdotium, absolutism and eucharistic presidency?
3.30 p.m.
From the chair Bishop Santer invited a contribution from the WCC Observer,
Dr. William Rusch, of the Lutheran Church of America.

•

Dr. Rusch reminded ARCIC that for Lutherans polity was less important.
Nevertheless Lutherans were divided about the ordination of women on biblical
and confessional grounds - e.g. in the USA. They did not claim to have the
answer. Even so those that did would affirm their decision. There was the
suggestion of an answer in the diverse character of the Christian tradition.
Was there hope in the partial communion between Catholics and Orthodox and Syrian
Orthodox (with the latter surely Christology was higher than Church Order?) He
wanted to explore 'Reconciled Diversity' and the Fries-Rahner 'suspension of
judgement' on key issues.
Professor Chadwick asked of the Catholic-Lutheran dialogue in the U.S.A .
and Gennany.
Dr. Rusch said that the U.S. agreement on ministry had been before their
ordination of women and the International Conversations had not dealt with the
matter at length (Fr. Duprey agreed).
Mrs. Tanner informed the Corrmission of a planned Faith and Order Consultation
on the subject.
Bishop Gitari asked if there were women bishops in the Lutheran Churches.
Dr. Rusch said not but they would come.

Mrs. Tanner asked for an explication of the Versailles Consultation.

•

I

-29Fr. Duprey and Canon Hill explained that a late sentence had afterwards been
seen to be capable of two meanings. On the Anglican side it had not been felt
possible to alter the agreed text. Consequently it became difficult for Rome
to own.
Canon Hill asked whether the method of Versailles still had any mileage.
Where was the non-ordination of women in the hierarchy of truths.
Dr. Rusch queried whether it was church dividing.
Dean Baycroft and Professor Chadwick (the latter citing Congar) were not
convinced the 'hierarchy of truths' would help.

•
•

••
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But Bishop Cameron saw it as behind much Anglican theology.

Bisho Vogel was wary of gradations of truth. He preferred a circle.
Was the oraination of women close enough to the center to divide?

Sr. Boulding saw the Lambeth decision as an implicit doctrinal judgement
that the issue was not a sufficient reason for breaking corrmunion.

7

Bisho Santer recognized two questions: were women capax ordinis
and the ef ect on corrmunion by not accepting ministries. From the Chair he
then moved the discussion to Cardinal Willebrand s 1 letter.

•

Fr. Adappur was not clear from Fr. Tillard 1 s article
whether succession
or intention was the real issue. Cardinal Willebrands 1 letter spoke of the
nativa indoles.

Prof. Chadwick noted A ostolicae Curae had been careful to avoid saying
the succession had been bro�en. Duschene's Note had advised the avoidance
of this. The argument was doctrinal. It alleged a break of continuity due
to lack of proper intention.

Fr. Akpunonu asked whether the lack of intention was due to a denial of
the eucharistic sacrifice and sacrificial priesthood. Was this the case?

Prof. Chadwick cited Articles 28 and 31. But 28 was actually against
Zwingli (Bp . Guest) and 31 against Caterinus. Cranmer had wanted to replace
propitiation by conmunion. Some Anglicans in the 16th and 17th centuries
doubted the sacrificial character of the eucharist. Others did not.
Bishop Santer said the issue centered on what kind of sacrifice.

•

Fr. Duprey warned that the Reformers• reaction had to be seen against
the terrible writings of some Catholics.
Fr. McDonald explained that Fr. Tillard 1 s point had been the insufficiency
of a simple consideration of fonnularies without an examination of the faith of
the whole Church. Was faith in the C. of E. between 1552 - 1662 really
inconsistent with Catholic doctrine?
Fr. Akpunonu noted the Nigerian Anglicans now used the word 1 priest 1 more
frequently and praised their new ordination rites.
1

Canon Hill insisted that as the WillebrandS letter pointed to ARCIC-I 1 s
new context, ARCIC-11 did not have to solve history
Dean Baycroft found the litur9ical reference helpful. It would be very
practical to have a comparison of ordination rites to hand. It was also good
to put the question of succession on one side for the moment, especially in
the light of Catholic-Lutheran developments.

•

Bishor Santer was encouraged that Apostilicae Curae was judged more
fundamenta than the ordination of women. But any sturly of ordinals would
presumably be done by Rome.

Fr. Duprey insisted that this would not be without consultation this time •

•
•
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ARCs.
Sr. Boulding & Bishop Lessard pointed to ordinal studies by their
Bishop Cameron noted the contemporary diversity of revised ordinals.

Fr. Duprex reiterated the implications of the letter. '.he R.�. Church
would look again with a favourable light at the Anglican ordinals if the
Windsor and Canterbury Statements are accepted.

Bishop 1urphy-0 1 Connor heard the letter as saying the R. C . Church had to
bear in mind: Apostolicae Curae, the ordination of women, and the Observations.
Canon Hill reminded ARCIC-11 that it would eventually need to look at
Eucharist and Ministry again in the light of official criticism.
Fr. Yarnold was anxious at Stephen Sykes' disavowal of an Anglican
profession of faith. Sr. Boulding echoed his doubts about verbal agreement.
Canon Baycroft reassuringly saw Anglicans growing into this.
liishop Cameron felt bound to say that Australia \-iould be 11 some 11 and
"others". The question was h01-1 far different understandings would be acceptable?

'

I
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Fr. Akpunonu still felt he needed to know what the other side thought.
f!:_;_Adap� pointed to Catholic diversity.
unlike Hindus.

But there had to be limits -

Bp.Vogel said that conciliar clarity had never been evident at the
All meaning was contextual.

time.
1 etter.

Bp. Murphy-O'Connor found lex orandi lex credendi a clue in thP Willehrands

Professor Chadwick thought the discussion related to goals. There was
diversity on bothsidesof the house. In the Church of England's Response
no Evangelical participant dissented.
Dean Baycroft reported Canadian flack on authority but saw the irrmediate
task as consolidating eucharist and ministry.
Bp. Sant�commented upon the modification of mutual perception which
accompanied the process of reconciliation. There was always the problem of the
individual subject of ecclesial belief. If the Church of England said Windsor
and Canterbury were consonant in faith, this modified our readinq of the past.
Professor Pobee was glad of the recognition that both letters related to
Anglican identity. Worship was the common derominator and this was important
for Africa.
fonly

Fr. Soane said the Catholic Church accepted a great deal of diversity.
It wasfwhen a point of view undennined doctrine that a definition was requir ed
to exclude it. The Statements encompassed this.
Fr. Yarnold was disappointed the letter seemed to say no bypassing
of Apostolicae f.ur�e.

•

Fr. nuprey ass11rerl him it bypassed the Bull's method.
to a healing of the origins of the Ordinal.

It pointed

Fr. Yarnold was also anxious at its prescindinq the question of the suc
cession.
Dean Baycroft was c�ntent �hat for the moment it did not ask the
Anglican Church to refuse 1ts Ord1nals.
1559.

Bishop Santer also unrlerc;tond it to be not raking up a judgement on

EVENING SESSION, 7.00 p.m.

•

From the chair Bp. Murphy-O'Connor invited a continued discussion
by speakers of 'Growth in Reconciliation'. After 1988 could there be some partial
communion and a new staqe. The baton would indeed be passed to the uffice
.
bearers. But there would be different relationships in different countriesstage
of
new
a
content
the
ought
What
The Malta Report was still worth readinq.
to be.

•
•
'
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'

coul d
But Bishop Vogel spoke of U.S. disillusionment because nothing moreCana
da.
for
rred
be done short of sacramental interchange. Dean Baycroft concu
.
ate if
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ital
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Mrs. Tanner asked what kind of euch
Anglicans and Roman Catholics approved Eucharist and Ministry.
Bishop Santer saw the problem as reciprocity - which Dean Baycroft was
prepared to abandon.
Fr. Duprey saw the first significant step as the solution of the problem
of Order.

Bishop Santer asked if this could be done if/as Anglicans ordained women.
Fr. Duprey could not say yes or no.

Bishop Vogel hoped for a model which allowed movement in some countries.
Fr. McDonald saw one way as looking at agreements.
present discipline;and develop them.

Another was to look at

Professor Wright noted that for the Cardinal the most fundamental problem
was Anglican Orders not the ordination of women. Was doctrrnal 'difference'
stronger than 'divergence'.
Fr. Duprey assured him not.
Bishop Murphy-O'Connor wanted to work for a development in sacramental sharing.
This was wider than the Eucharist alone.
Bishop Santer agreed. Sacramental colfl11union was symbolic of shared life.
It required shared decision making.
Fr. Duprey agreed with Bishop Murphy-O'Connor. There could be some pastoral
provision. Shared decisions would be gradual. That was easier at the local
and national level.
Fr. Akpunonu urged caution. Shared co1m1union would not yet make sense in •
Nigeria.
Canon Hill thought of both temporal stages and geographical areas.
Archbishop Butelezi did not want to discount cent1·al initiatives. Fr.Duprey
cited Canterbury' s visit to Uganda and then cnMnended the SPCU document:
[cumenical Collaboration at Regional National and Local Levels.
Dean Baycroft objected to a Canterbury centrality. He wanted an universal
primacy in Rome.
Mrs. Tanner called for a check list for ARClC's future agenda. But this
would cause dispondency after 1988 unless there was someone to give a vision of
the goal for the future.

•
•
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Sr. Boulding commended a study of women in the Church as this was not
viciated by the sacramental problem.

Prof. Chadwick called for more joint consultation on contemporary issues.
Fr. Duprey agreed. The Church had to take positions.

Bishop Murphy-O'Connor asked for suggestions on the way the Commission
shou1a now work.

•

expressed some frustration at the lack of time for this
. De�n Baycroft
d1scuss1on.
He was concerned that the whole Commission should be able to own
the work produced. But he went on to suggest three or four groups to look
at "All that hinders the mutual recognition of ministries"; the content of
the next stage; requests for more work on the Final Report of ARCIC-1; and
moral issues •
August 31st.

9.30 a.m.

From the Chair Bishop Santer proposed two groups to plan the Co11111ission 1 s
work on "all that hinders" and "Stages". The first to include:
Bishop Vogel, Bishop Lessard, Sr. Boulding, Mrs. Tanner, Professor Pobee,
Professor Chadwick, Archbishop Butelezi and himself. The second to include:
Bishop Murphy-O'Connor, Dean Baycroft, Fr. Akpunonu, Fr. Adappur and Fr. Duprey.
This was agreed •

•

•

••
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Saturday, 31st August, 1985.
11

5.00 p.m.

From the Chair, Bishop Murphy-O'Connor invited the Subco111nission on
Steps and Stages" to present its reflections.
Dean Baycroft presented ARCIC 49.

•

Bishop Murphy-O'Connor then spoke to its \"ork. He wanted something
concrete encouraged by the hishops, as he too feared disillusionment. It
was important to help people realize there was a new stage both theologically
and practically. He feared the keen would ignore rules, the intransigent
consolidated, and the apathetic hetween. Rut it was not just fear;
Christian hope must be given expression.
Prof. Pobee wondered at what level the document was pitched.
(more than linguistic) would be required •

Translation

Bisho Murph -O'Connor saw it as addressed to Episcopal Conferences and
Houses of �ishops� Synods but for all to read.
Professor Chadwick hoped a proposed Archiepiscopal visit to Rome would be
contingent upon visible progress.
Canon Hill agreed. The Archbishop of Canterbury would not go to Rome
without a new stage in the relationship between the Churches.
Archbishop Rutelezi wondered whether extraordinary Synods were that
popular. Normal Synods had elected bishops.

•

Bishop Murphy-O'Connor saw the symbolic attraction of Presidents of
Conferences.
Dean Baycroft insisted that growth in unity demanded common action.
the need to work on practical matters.
Mrs. Tanner did not despise symbolic events.
partic1pat1on women were alienated.

So

But unless there was lay

Dean Raycroft saw local celebrations easing this.
Bishop Santer repeated his conviction that the eucharist could not be
isolated from joint action. But the things people 1•1anted to hear were
shared eucharists and mixed marriages.
Sr. Boulding asked about the contributions of ARCs to the subject.
Canon Hill explained that Canadian ARC han completed papers on the
theological undergirding of 'steps and �tages' but the papers, though sent,
had not yet arrived at Lambeth.

•

Dean Baycroft's letter (ARCIC 44/3) was then circulated. It described the
Canadian ARC material. Thanks were to be expressed for this work.
Mrs. Tanner hoped any report would not simply read like a reiteration of
the Malta Report.
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•

.Dean Baycroft saw real progress since then. There was the new Canon Law
on Mixed Marriages. Now was the time to find a way of saying what could be
done.
7.00 p.m.
. Bi�hop Murph�-O'Connor asked for a report from the group that had been
d1scuss1ng reconciliation of ministries.
Bishop Lessard replied and said the group had four topics on its agenda:
(1) the three-fold ministry, (2) a profession of faith (cf. Cardinal
Willebrands' letter) (3) the ordination of women, (4) Apostolic Succession.
They had dealt with the first three.
Mrs. Tanner said the context of their discussion had been on 'ultimate
goal'. There are signs that the goals indicated in the Final Report are
•
acceptable to some Anglicans, though others would prefer a federal model of
church life. The group had felt the need to work on (l) the three-fold
ministry in relation to ordinals, Vatican II etc., and (2) on corrunon profession
of faith/standard of faith on eucharist and ministry. The Cardinal's letter
had suggested this to them.
Fr. Akpunonu did not see that the Cardinal's letter required this. After
some discussion it was agreed that the Cardinal's letter was not requiring the
production of a profession of faith by ARCIC-II.
Bishop Vogel felt the need for an 1 1 in-house 11 paper on ordinals.

in
Some discussion established that in so far as ARCIC-11 had a task/relating
ordinals to agreed statements, it could only be a joh of collating material
that was relevant. It was generally agreed that ordinals could not, in any event,
be expected to embody a full theology of eucharist and ministry.
Bishop Lessard reported on the group's discussion of the ordination of
•
women. There seemed to be two possible approaches to work on this topic:
(1) ARCIC-11 could undertake a theological study of the question and make
suggestions on the basis of that study. (2) We could accept the fact of the
ordination of women and examine the implications of this fact for reconciliation
of ministries/comnunion/regional co,wnunion. There had been no consen�us for
either approach.
Fr. Ak unonu stressed that thr ordination of \-iomen \-1as a theological
question. �e asked whether, in the view of ARCIC, a local church could take
a unilateral decision on this and could such a decision be an act of the Church.
Bishop Gitari mentioned that the Lambeth Conference had agreed that those
provinces who wished to could go ahead with this.
Bishop Lessard said that for Catholics this is a theological not a
disciplinary question and so any decision must be by the Church.
Bisho9 Santer felt that if the authorities of one church see it as a
matter ofoctrine, it should he treated as such and there was hurt in the
Anglican corrununion because this had not been respected.

•

- 37 Bishop Vogel said that for that reason, the way in which it happened in
the U.S.A. had been wrong even though there -..,as an internal consistency in the
arguments for it.
Dean Raycroft said that Fr. Akpunonu had made a fair point but that there
was no perfect way of acting in a divided church. In response to Bishop Lessard,
he added that the first alternative was necessary as an internal study for our
own understanding. A delay in getting to mutual recognition could be a good
thing since that stage is as far as many Anglicans really want to go in
reconciling our churches.

•

Fr. Du rey said it is imrortant to show that the ordination of women issue
does not af�ect our agreed theology of ministry. It stands. He did not see
how the Catholic Church, if it judged ordination of women to be impossible for
itself, could be in communion with a church that had it. The issue is the
relation of the fact of the ordination of women to the question of the capacity
(in technical-theological sense) of women to be ordained.
There was some discussion as to whether the Catholic Church could be in
partial corm1union with a church that ordained women or in corrrnunion with a
region/rirovince that ordained women.
Prof. Chadwick said that for the R.C. Church this issue was theological
and not socio/political. Those in favour tended to see it in socio-political
terms and were anxious not to be identified 1�ith an uhsolete socio-political order.

•

•

Mrs. Tanner said we need to consider the issue of tradition and God's
plan. Could it not be that new aspects of God's plan arise within tradition.
We need to look at what developments are taking place today in ministries as
a whole .
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Bp.Lessard said that rather than a theological study we ne�d to
explore and get to the bottom of two facts that confront us: one ,s_the
ordination of women, the other is the Roman declaration. A theological
study could only be a lining up of opposing arguments.

•

•

'r

Dean Baycroft said our discus�ion actually illustrated the need for
a theological study of the substantive issues; we need to look at ordination
of women in the total context of the role and ministry of men and women in
the life of the Church. We also need to consider whether we should look
at the diaconate separately.
Bp. Murphy-O'Connor said we need to see it for what it is, namely
an obstacle to full communion and then go on to study the issue.
Bp. Lessard queried this point and this led to a discussion of
whether or not the Pope's lettP.r did actually suggest that ordination of
women was an unsurmountable obstacle to communion.
Deal.!...J!a.1f_roft suggested we discuss the possihle consequences of
any changes in prnice e.g. could there be convalidation of ministries in
parts of the Anglican communion that don't have women priests while not having
such a convalidation in places that do.

•

Fr. Du� said that for Catholics the key issue is the importance of
tradition: it is a locus theologicus for Catholics and the reasons for this
being so need to beartTcuTated. -This is the context in which the Catholic
position is to be explained.
Bp. Vo�l_ said that this issue has come up in all debates on the mct:ter.
Sociology and religion cannot be separated. The argument for it is that the
fullness of time has now arrived within our tradition.
Fr, Adappur said that to understand the Catholic position we mu�t
understand voc�tinn as God's callina of whoever hel wills. We cannot require
God to call everyone that we would wish him to ca l.

•

•

/

•
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9.30 a.m.

Bishop Santer: ex�ressed sympathy to Bishop Vogel on his mother's death
and Bishop Vogel expressed his appreciation of this.

•

•

Bishop Santer: We have a considerable task to complete a document; we
would need to finish our review of the document by Tuesday luncr time. Fr.
Yarnold and I will be responsible for tidying up the document. We are grateful
to the group of drafters for their work.
Procedure: first people make any points they wish about the shape of the
document, then we go through, paragraph by paragraph.
Mr.Charley

drew attention to a revision of 9, and suggested a change in 16.

Fr. Duprey requested a presentation of the new text.
Mr. Charley: l is positive statement, 2 onwards is historical background up
to 7. Under "Salvation and Faith", 8 sets things in the context of faith,
9 and 9A speak of faith and assurance of salvation, and 10 and 11 are also on
faith.
In 12ff we come to the language of salvation. Then we look at various
concepts including sanctification and justification and the relation of the two
comes in 13.
The concept of righteousness gets us to the heart of matter so
from 14 we speak about sanctification (14 and 15) and justification (16). 17
is a bridge to l8ff on salvation and good works. This section speaks of necessity
of works of righteousness and leads to merit in 20. Then the Church in Salvation,
21-26 and 27 is a sunvnary asserting agreement. 28-31 shows relevance of document
for today.
Fr.Yarnold: We decided not to have a lot of subheadings to avoid clutter.
The four headings we have correspond to the four problems cited in the
introduction.
Bishop Lessard First part indicates four difficulties, and they are then
dealt with in a different order. Could they not be treated in the same order.
And in the presentation of the question of the church in the first part, the problem
is not investigated, as the other three are.
Bishop Santer :

We shall go round everyone asking for conments.

Bishop Cormac: I like the new order: at parts, though, it becomes rather
difficult to read. Also there are some unnecessary repetitions.
I am grateful for the draft. Not very happy with the
Prof. Chadwick:
The
two extreme views of justification. But neither of these
matter.
historical
either by Trent or by Anglican divines. Often
occupied
were
extreme positions
and the two views in the document don't reflect
alike
rather
their positions were
Anglican views. So historically, it is
or
e
either the classical Tridentin
p
work.
more
incorrect. Also ap endix needs

•

Archbishop Butelezi worried about polarities presented in the text.
not express sufficiently the role of the Holy Spirit.

We did

C
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. only
Fr. Adappur: First par t is much better bu t as we pro:ee� i s lack .� it
ate
nadequ
s
readability and is repiti tious. The reference to cul ture 1 �
speaks of anxiety. Be tter dealt wi th in Gaudium e t Spe� and 1� wee d?cume� ts : ng
When we speak of God's sovereign power could relate th1 s to N1et�c�e s th1nk1
on man. We could present the gos pel as a reply to the human cond1 t1on.
Fr.Yarnold:
ColllTlittee had not agreed to an overall title of the documrnt.

Prof. O'Donovan: Material in 2 needs to be supplemen ted by a s ta tement
of convergence. Unhappy about 17 and about certain expressions in 13 and 14.
And I wonder if we can actually agree on sanctification if justification
is controversial. More work on appendix.

Fr. Duprey:
Happy with the paper. Need to express link between sancti f ica tion/
church's role in salvation. This would be good for
the
justification and
ecumenical dialogues as a whole. And I'm not happy with section on cul ture: is
it in fact necessary?
•
Bishop Lessard agreed with the last point. I don't see improvement in the
draft in terms of realised eschatology. Lacks optimism.

Mr. Charley : I share concern about polarity. In 18 sentences badly worded
and it is bad exegesis. Modern cultural section needs sharpening; not happy
about appendix.
I like Trinitarian dimension: I suggest we treat justification
Fr. Akpunonu:
first since sanctification follows from that. Section on culture could be
omitted; doesn't do justice to the topic.
agree with Prof.Chadwick on 2 and with problems with
Fr. Tillard:
appendix. But I wish to defend the order sanctification/justification.
Dean Baycroft : Appendix and document should be taken separately. I'd be
happy i f the second conclusion was inserted into earlier poin ts in the tex t.
Fr.Thornhill: There is a polarity which is contrast between the genius •
of the Pries thood and CathoTTc traditions, and there is a 1esson to be 1 earnt
from this. I think 34 should be reinstated in the conclusion.

Bishop Vogel: Great improvement. In central section concept of
restoration is stressed and I'd like dimension of grace more developed. Could
be more stress on community and on the individual's dependence on it. We need
to look more closely at anxiety section. Some anxiety is a symptom of something,
it is not a cause.
Fr. Soane Appendix needs more work:

a good critical review of it.

6 and 8 of
Sr. Boulding: Appendix needs work.
appendix could be rewritten. And in culture section is a sudden change of
style. First paragraph needs work, too.
Mrs. Tanner: Great improvement. (1) Language needs looking at; (2)
as Bishop Lessard said in 7, the fourth difficulty is not spelt out, (3) the use
of "culture" not a helpful word but would be good to have something on
contemporary relevance.

•

••

-41Prof. Davi� : Concerned about mild and oblivious way of dealing with the
contemporary world. Great problems of today not touched. Also we should
provide a document that non-Christians could read with interest. Also, some
images of church left out e.g. mystery and gift .
Prof. Pobee: ll) My first question was: what is the general title of the
document. I hope title would be "justification and salvation"; (2) the
issues dealt with at beginning are general refonnation issues and not all are
ARC issues (3) use of Scripture: I'd prefer quotations to come from PauT and
have back-ups from other New Testament writers.

•

•

•

Canon Hill:
I agree on the culture section, but note that this is the
first draft on this topic. On the appendix, the question is do we feel that the
material in the draft suggests to us that the issue can be resolved? On main
dogmatic section, it needs thinning down so that the argument can be clearer:
this is important to convince readers of its significance.
Bishop Santer: Some points have come up again and again and we need
some proposed amendments e.g. in 2, historical material, and material on the
church. On these we need a redraft for consideration. On three matters we
need to settle: (1) A title (not more than five words). (2) What about
conclusion? - two points of view on this have been put forward, and we need
to decide about it. (3) On the appendix: it is more important that our
material on justification makes it clear that these issues are soluble than
that we have an appendix on these issues .

f

- 42 Fr. Duprey Section 14 does this �ufficiently (point 3 above)

�-

Fr. Soa�e: we have�ctually dPmonstr-ated in the text that.the_ .
practices TTndulgences, etc.) don't undermine our agreement on Just1f1cat1on.

,,

Bp. Murphy-Q..'._Connor: I'd be happier not having an appendix: the issue
is sufficiently dealt with in the text and it shows we've worked through it.
Bp. Lessar�: This is actually similar to treatment in the Lutheran/
Catholic dialogue. Burden of this decision lies with the Anglicans. The
limited statement of the issueTn""the Lutheran-R.C. statement has not aroused
questioning.
Prof.�b�e agrees with Bp. Murphy-O'Connor. It is sufficient to say we
have looked at this issue together and that we may come back to it again.
Dean Baycroft: My point about the appendix is that it gives undue
prominence to the issues: what we have done is all that need to happen on this:
any more work would be making too much of it.

I

Bp. Santer: Dean Baycroft's view seems to be a general view, as is the view
that raising thi� issue would raise more problems than it would solve.
Fr. Soane took up Sr. Boulding's view that the appendix as it stands would
not satisfy the :oF. This is very important.
1r.&o.!:!ld�g said it is the phrasing that needs work.
M�h�l�: I feel it is so difficult to present this well that it
would be better not to have an appendix. And the CDF's is an untypical
Catholic position.
Prof. Chadwick: In May 1979 it has said what it thinks about purgatory
and it7sverylimited. I think the matter should be confined to silence,
and we give an elucidation of it if required.
!!P_-_Santer: Prof.Chadwick is suggesting we leave out any allusion to
the problem. What about the title?
Prof. Pobee : A title like "The Church and Salvation" would be good because
we embarkedonthis topic because of questions about the role of the Church
in salvation.
Sr.Bouldin..9.: If the titlP is that general people will tend to want
it to talk about believers and unbelievers. How about "The Role of the Church
in Salvation"?
Can.Hill:

the focus _!2 salvation and the title should respect this.

Mr. Charley: "Salvation and the Church".

••
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title?

Dean Bats_roft:
-

Should we not include justification by faith in the

�onna� agreed with Mr. •harley's title, as did Fr. Duprgt�
f..G_Yarnold simoly preferred "Salvation".
Fr.Duprey said the word "Church" showed that the document took account
of questions from the Catholic point of view.
Bp. Santer:_ proposed that the title be •salvation and the Church" and
this was agreed after a vote.
Bp.Santer said we have to decide about how to handle 28-30 and settle
the question of whether we need to deal with this at all. If we do, remember
we have had no background material on this: we are on thin ice.
•

Bp.Cameron: Our difficulty is that if we try to address contemporary
problems, there are s�naeydifferent ones that crop uo and yet to say nothinq
leaves us with difficulties. So we need a carefully worded paragraph referring
to the problems, showing we have taken account of them.
Canon Hill: We need to revisP the Draft of this section and to see
if in arevised form it could carry the support of the Cormlission.
Prof.Pobee are we not optinq out of our resoonsibilities if we are silent
on this. SODEPAX etc. has done a lot on this: we need to identify the
broad strokes of what we should do. Title shouldn't be •Modern culture"
but "The Modern World".

•

•

Prof. Chadwick: The concPrn with sin which lies at the heart of our
work is theel�nent-in our faith which links the two worlds in which a
Christian has to live. Without a concern with forgiveness of sins, we
reduce our faith to a private psychotherapy, The forqiveness of sins is what
prevents faith being either wholly this-worldly and so threatened by self
righteousness, or whollv an other-worldly thing.
�:_!:_e�ard: I presume and hope something on this will be included.
This theme cou� be incorporated into the central part of the document, e.g.
in section 24 in relation to stewardship, or in 23 in reference to the
Kingdom

- 44 I would su�gest we in�:rt
Dean Baycroft: I agree with Bishop Lessard:
this section as we go through the document; freedom from anx1ety could
put in relation to freedom from sin and death.
Bishop Santer: Where would 29 and 30 on Justice in Society go?
Dean Baycroft: 22 needs expansion and it could possibly go there.

Fr. Akpunonu: Could not do justice to a separate heading on this and we
should try'to weave this into the rest of the text. Could we agree on this?

Mr. Charle : I agree with Bishop Lessard; it could be brought in in a
much abbreviate� form in the section on the Church. We had agreed to make the
point at the betnning of the document that this lapse is vital to the work _and
mission of the hurch. If ,�e do that, then we can also end with this material •
in relation to our theme on the Church's mission.
Prof. O'Oonovan: There is nothing in 28-30 which does not purport to be
a simple explication of the notion of righteousness, drawing out its social
dimensions. I do not think everything in it could be grouped under the
heading of Church 11 ; Ecclesial colTITiunity is not the only kind of colTITiunity.
11

Bishop Vogel: My point is Mr. Charley's. The question of the relevance
of justification could be made at the beginning, at the end of para. 2.
Bishop Santer: Problems we have now seem to do with our unclarity about
the main focus of the document.
Fr. Soane: Para. 6 of the appendix speaks of the consequences of sin:
sin destroys personal and social values and when sin is forgiven, we are
empowered to put the world to rights.
Fr. Yarnold: We must not try to weave the odd idea into the text; it
wil 1 not work.
Bishop Mur hy-O'Connor expressed agreement with integration of this
material into t�e main text and in relation to the Church as sign and steward.

•

Fr. Tillard: After 26 we could have a section on the mission of the
Church in relation to the condition of the world today.
Fr. Ouprey: I agree with Prof. 0 1 Donovan 1 s idea of conlllunity outside the
Church. In 26 we could speak of this and link it with the notion of the Church,
so making the link we are looking for. Also, we could refer here to the thene
of man's struggle for liberation.
Prof. Chadwick, referring to Mr. Charley: The significance of what we
are saying should be stated in I, to show that this is not a remote scholastic
topic. There is a prejudice in my country aTainst disputes about this topic,
Also, many of our contemporaries actually he ieve that the problems of our
world are insoluble. I believe our faith has something to say to the cupidity

•

••
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of individuals and society. Something on relevance at the beginning
would capture readers who would otherwise groan at it.
Bisho�Cameron: Has not our title become uncontrollable? If we are
going to e ark on sections on �ission we have to agree on a connection
between this and our main agreed statement. If we do get on to this, it is
hard to know where the frontiers are and it can be a runaway horse.
Fr. McDonald: The important thing is that the connection between our
main ideas and the last section be explicitly agreed and stated.

•

Mrs. Tanner: It is not just about mission, it is about life and mission.
If we put 28 and 29 after 26 in a revamped form, this would oesufficient.
Bishop Santer: A small group of people needs to look at 28-30 and
find a way of putting it after 26, and also putting a flag in I, to point
the way forward. They should look at questions of forgiveness and the
relationship between koinonia and created community.
A group consisting of Professor Chadwick, Mrs. Tanner, together �,ith
Bishop Lessard was set up to work on this issue and to redraft in the light
of the discussion .

•

•
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• ssi" on of
. . ned . discu
O'C onno_c re-ope
From the Chair Bisho_fl Murphy-__
/
t fi at ion
He raised the order of san7t1fic�tion �u\�va�
ARCIC-II 50/(a).
O Do
on the basis of 'Reduced form of paras. 13-15 by Oliver
· · al order. Para.14
Professor O'Donovan noted that he had kept the origin
omit ted·
had been omffted ,bu-t some sentences used. B tism had a 1 so been
Fr.Yarnold suggested the debate be left till later, as the order
had now--been agreed.
?2-.:_Murphy-O'Connor returned to para. l when ready and 2 and 3 also.
Para. 4
Mr.Cha_rJ__ey asked if these to be re-ordered as suggested.
Fr.Yarnold had drafted a synoptic para.
t�_r.Ch_ar_ l_ _ey sav, no reason against 6,5,4,7,.

This was accepted.

Mr.C_tiarl_ey_ sav, a problem because some issues arose later.
Canon H111 prefen·r.dthe detailed examination began at 8 until the
reordering ,rnd redrafting of all the first section had been completed.
This 1-1as <l<Jreed.
Para. R
Sr.Bouldin_y queried whether only

Chri st gave the Holy Spirit.

f"r./\kpooonu and Fr.Ti_llard said botl

were correct.

P..:_o_f_e_sy_or O'Donovan didn't think the phrase offensive to the Orthod
Sr.8_9�_l_d_!_llg_

"Gives us his Spirit".

IA

This was not accepted.

Mrs. Tunner thought something needed to be added on all things being
fulfilled.
l.!_i_s_h_op V_o9�_l_ proposed ",/ho gives the Holy Spirit by whom illl things
1-1ill be brou,:Jht Lo perfr•<.L1on".
B_1_sJ1_op ___S_J!1_t_g_r proposed a ne1-1 sentence.
sugyeSLIOII Vl<JS not acceptPd.

/\fter discussion the

h_.Y..irnold 11ot1ced that dl Pleshey Jlld DurhJlll 'JIJCC rcfcrn.!d to the
gifl of lhe lloly Spi1·1t within u-;. This h.:id dr·oppC'd out in the third
�cntencc:. IIL' d1str1buled u suggc-,ted n w dr t 1fl (ulso porJ l!:>).

••
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3rd sentence

"Grace not only sp!aks of the once-for-all death and resurrection of
Chr ist, but also of God's continuing work on our behalf, when he gives
us the Holy Sp irit to dwell within us and calls us to respond to his love,
forgiving our sins and conform ing us to the image of his Son. Even this
abi 1 i ty ... "

•

15. "Sanct1f1cation is the making in the believer of this righteousness and
holiness without which no one may see the Lord. It is the gift of the
Holy Spirit through which the love of God is poured into our hearts (Rom.5.5),
transfon.iing the soul by grace. It involves the restoration ..... "
These were accepted .
F_r. Dupre y did not think everything could be said in every para.
�12_. Tanner questioned the latin solus Christus.
Bishop Mu_!])J!J'.-O'Conno!. suggested some explanation of the phrase.
[3_1 _s_h�_ _v_o..9.e2

proposed solus Christus - C hrist alone.

This was accepted.

Bishop_Santer noted a neardupllcation 11,ith para. 13 in the third sentence.
p
He roposed a redraft. This was accepted.
P_ro_f_essor
O'Donov�_!l queried the word certitude 111 para. 10.
_
U1sh_9£__S__a_ry_t.£_r_ ;1roposed the deletion of "our certitude".
Paras. 9 and 9A

•

•

Dean l3<li'__CfOft

successfully urged inclusive language .

B_i_shop__V_o.9_e_l quest 1oned "dead fa 1 th".
Fr. SoJnc countered by the later quotation from James .

This was accepted.

....
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'
f..!:_._fa_��nonu suggested putting in the biblical references.
Fr. Tillard said the problem of good works was not James but the whole
New Tesfaiiien-f -Fr. D_�pr_ey �ho 1ght "dead faith" r.lassiral in Rr thPolngy.
1

.llP�

Sa.Q__�e_c suggested "otherwise faith remains dead."

Q_p_._Ca_!!!eroR preferrPd to end the sentence earlier after "call".
�._!jouls!_i..!!.9_ supported Rp. Santer with the addition of James.
F_r:_. _l_tl�rd wante d to avoirl going back to Ja111es.
It was agreed to accept Bp. Santer's proposal but without the
James reference.
132-_._�nt_er obJected to "central."
F_r.__Qup_rey suggested "faith includes our assent to the truth of the
Gospel"
Accepted .
Prof.Odvis

WJS

unh.ippv with "it must be".

Fr._ Y_!lrnold propo<;ed "fr1ith c,1lls for a rcsponsC' from ... " It OU!.Jhl to t i c.
� T_ho!:._nh_ D_l_ offer•"'d

",1

re<;ponse is from"

Fr. Soane insisted that there was a call.

The original was right.

Fr._Dup_rey preferred the original text.
Fe.:_ Y_arnolg_ could not understand the origin;il.
r_a__l!o_n..J:!..i_l_l suggested this be left to the drafters.
f:._r. Oupr_ey found it difficult to acceot that "Faith includes the assurance
to salvation". So did Fr. Tillard.
Mr. ChcJ_rley

now .:ilso □referred the nriqinal - addinq "llut our response.. "

13p. Le_ss_ <.1rd 011 the contrary, still found the ori qinal confusing.
was the Ju111p from faith to assurance.

There

Prof. O'Donovan wantPd some reference to assurance.us confidence and joy
was parf-or'-fui lh.
rr.Yarnold felt stampedPd. The logic of the original was not cleJr.
Line 7-sudd-cnly spoke of our respon')e - l>ut to whJt c1nd after ft1ith the text
returned to assurance aydin.
Mr_:_ CJ!ar lcy

expounded the dr·ift ot the docu111ent.

I
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��n_ter: "The response of faith must be total."
.!!e_. Santer saw Fr. Yarnold's point and now also understood the logic
of the original. He suggested the insertion "faith" in the second sentence
and "The response of faith must be total.'
�r_._Chark:l_ also proposed an addition from Prof. Chadwick:
"God's gracious will for us includes the joyful confidence that, as those who
are called by God through the Gospel and granted participation in the means of
grace ..... "
The redactors would work on this.

•

Para. 10.
Dean_l!a�roft asked for the removal of the word "absolute".
B.£.:_ Vog!D_ a�d .£.r .:.......Adape_l:!.r and Fr. Akpunonl!_ wanted it.
It was retained.
Sr. Boul_<�J..n.9.
"even" was the wrong conjunction in the fourth sentence.
She wanted "However" added"

•
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fr .
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,,

t J� r', &er t.o a future \1arnin9.

,,, r ·, f_l)O•AI 1•

,1r,tio•, ·on•�•·r j)ro,osej, "n.).,Pver, thPre is c1lso in the Gospel
r, . ",i1 �d rf"":>1str:d t'".1s. It \,as no onl� thP Gospel•
,r. ·,OJ 1 ljlft)

run�

thP

h.
.
1 dSt Sr>ntPnC': O;i5C1.ff"'

........

II

The text \•1as left.

pr0posed sh0rtt!nln£ to ·a�':" 1t clearer.
, 1 ',I

(J�

c, _ l

t.t,(JU')I

fr. Mriononu aJes 1oned faith

to "rru1tion'1.

tr. l1llJrl exrilained t,y r.., Pr nee to Peter's sreech in Acts. /\nglicans
r 1Jn r,1 hol 1Ls bel 1Pv1•oJ th,1t it 11Js not c:;ufficient to hf'l ieve. Gartisrn
.ii ,,1 11, ._, .. s 11 j.

I

t1n

COIT,lnCJ

w,i•,

Pr·nf. O' ·on,1vc1n thought 1t. sounded Zl- 1 ,ngl iJn.
I,. • 1u11t1ld pru'.'JllSl·d "fin I� fruition".
1•u 11 rnt -.1nt llJpt ,.,,,1

Cut Fr

YJrnolrl was anxious not

tu

1

Jt

f,·,f. l10J111u su•J!Jt>Sted: "Ttw b�l1ever 1s incorporated into the community
tl,t> Pt nµle of r,o 1 by the c,c1crJ1·1ent of U<lrt1sr,".

1J

F1. T1lldrJ pr"opoc;eJ:
l 'I t,., I

trH

lr. Tlu1r111ll utr�rej: "f<.11tli in (t1r1c:;t leans u'> to entt:r his 111ystery
l uJr1
tl I' ',.LI,-\ ( nt of Ldptir ' 11 ,

,s110 ··.Jr·
to tl1• S.;cr.1• •r

'�1

1

"rt1 h 1r1 Jrsus 1hr1�t le;1rls to the sacrament of

•

1

:-"r'nn11 0r t,·11 I: "rctlth ,n Jr>sus Christ is intin,ately linked
ut Jptis• ".

r ,·,, 1. ( t• , , 1 • 1 -: � 1 u n,1.., r N1
n i u l '" '> 1 .. Jc:. � q t .

.i f �, i

"alir>nc3tion iln,1 ipc;n,nr" for sinfulness.

J
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J t r 1 c r,r 11 11.

,

1nr_,:,.j Jn e r• 1 s1s1s o

,· .. '),-n°r<1tior. anrl transformat10n.
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'
•
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Fr. Oupr ey offered: "to be
consu111111ctted 11hen 1-1e shall be fully transfonned" to
fry to meet this point.
Fr. Mpunonu questioned "fully".
Bishop �anter proposed
II

"1·11th hi111"

in the 2nd sentence.

':lr. Charley suy')ested that "transfonnation" should be put in.
I t a l so speaks
.........
lie 1·1ould draft 1-,ith Prof. Davis.

P/\R.'\. 12

•

Fr. J\kpononu sa1d the �xrlJnation sotena 11as 11eak.
restordtion .

lt ,,.,as more than

IJ1shop C<1111eron un<1erstood "broa<1" to mean 311 c1'l�rac1ng.
Jectn Ba croft wante<1 an expansion of the treabnent of hilasmos. Pauline
f
usa')e 1-1as hi astcrion. He al�o 11anted the addltion of 1 prop1t1ation 1 , though
he prrfe r red 'exriation' per-;0nally.
Fr. Yctrnold llad prnhlP111c; 111th the double 1nPaninQ of atone:nent.
que� t 10ned the t1-10 �r1-,�I-. 11ords. I l was agreed.
Prof. fJ,wic; proposed:

?

for. 5:18-19.

lle also

l\ccrrted.

Fr. Thornhill ,ltd not ,,,1nt to ri<:. e to �ropit1ation.
:1r. Charley correctt:!d Ep�,. 1:7
also :ioin. S: l �. Z.

•

[:1shup 1,1tdr1 ,-1Jntert l l'dt·r 2: 16

17.
under

fletiirth called for Jn. 3:3;
sancti1 icat1on.

rr. ,'\1 1.unonu 1·1dnted a rP':>tor,n,on of a r,:,ference to 1H�1� creation .
l•1sriop ')dnt,•r noted Plesl,ey had said, "their rP':>tOrat1on to ,..,hat God
1,ants them to h•:11 •
Prof. Po�er off,,rec.1
1t should bP cf .

•

not

2 Cnr.

1

1:17.

'•1r. Charl,:,y said if this 1-,as

used

••
/
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��J., 'A!p _ 2,.J.- 00 p._.
8;;. litlrpn1-0:..Co_�r· w�•ve r achgjl) and we h�ve to decirle whether to
u!..c a r ·,c.ei:, fo of the te;t or the original.

s2.�05e1 retur rt o p.8 and said that generally on thi� page he
fc1.100 ..u1 over- .r,h4�is on rt�tor,.tion and not enough on rerreation. Also
the la�t ��nte c.e wa� unhelpful In te s of the i�oortance of the cO"'UIUniJ.l.
I i� rot r�de strongl/ enough and \lfOul� b� probably better omitted.

Bp. Les�,rd d�rr.ed dnd tho�ght that since it is so briefly stated at
Uds c,olnt it c.ould t.e ooHtf:d.

•

•

�--�n_t.er �u9ges ed another fo,,-,�l�t1on that was accepted.
bp. l!\lrph1-0'�£>�nor returnerl thPn to 13 and asked Prof. O'Donovan to
r,pld1n hi# alternattie 1deds tor this porograph .
Prof .O'Dono.ion I 1,ave two ,oncerns about the e.(isting te,<t. It rambles
from 13-i6 ,nd 1.,ck� direction. Secondly when ,n 14-15 it speaks of
rl�hteousne�� �,v�n tn us by Gnd, 1t evo��d an autoncxnous sanctity given
1n JuH1f1(at1on
In itte redraft I have att�pred t.o draw togethPr a
unified p1tturP of ju�tif1cat1on anrl ,;anct1fication.
Mr. (_l'.larle1 On sec.t1on 13-15: I take the need for greater clarity.
Tdhnr; 13, I find your c:1bbrev1at1on omlts d lot. We're trying to dPDroxifTl4te
to th� Drobl� of Justif1cot1on c:1nd sanctificat1on, and put thao together, adding
ttH: es(.hJtologicdl dlmension. We e1.plain jJstification in tenns of coom.mion
with c:1 God who 1', ri<Jh eous; sur�ope and a present pledge of the future ful
f1lmt-nt of s nctlf1cdt1on. We refer to baptism and eucharist and in 15 look
dt the precise nature of sanctif1cdtion. It 1s the fruit of the Spirit;
�ood work� arE the fruit of the 5pir1t: it 1:. someth1ng God has accomplished
dlthough �u�J�ct to the bdttles of life.

e�-- Mur_ehr-O�tonno_c

e.(presserJ a desire for clarity and brevity on this .

fr. <unol<1 <;o 1d dnother a 1 ternat111e would be to keep the original draft
•llhou t--lht h l stor I c..a 1 ��c tl on.
rr Thornhyll Justification does lo�icc:1lly precede sanctification.
to follow thdt ord�r "°uld confuse. Why not transpose 15 and 16?

Not

Fr. l1lJdr:._O. Th1s 1� rt quP�tion of methodology: to bypass the distructions
of the pd'H we d.9_rl:e on Sdnct1f1c.\ 1.inn sri we should start with this so ;is nnt
tn �o ldt� to lht Uudrrels of thµ po�t.
rr.�oane
v.,;lrt l,�e to he�r the arguments for and a�ainst the
hfstorltdl �ett1on dnd f would like to retain the material on the sacraments.
�- Ho;ld1n9. Oliver's tei

•

netds opPning up to the Catholic interest.

Prof f'ol>f"e referrrnrJ to Fr. Thornt11ll's remarks sa1d that the biblical
te�t 1 (or�C.11 p ts �onctification prior to Justification .
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(

the
Prof. O'Donovan : How are we to understand fr. 1;1,arrl's view thilt
goal of Gocrrswork is sanctification and not justification.
f.G._A_�unon':!_i n reply to Fr. Tillard said we do need to put in the
polemical historical context.
��ur_p_h1.:.0�onno�: (an we look at the original drafts of the paragraphs
and go through them?
This was agreed.
� Mur�-O'Conmr� ,et us look ut Prof. Chadwick's alternative for 13,
ll. 1-10.
Prof. Chadwick: I take the vie� that the Catholic/Protestant polarity
was much lessthanthe original text suggested. It would be better to set out
the most extr�tte radical views of justification on either side and in that
context to note those Anolican and r.atholic views that WPre very simililr.
Fr. Yarnolrl was 11nhi1ppy with the statement of the conservative
Catholic position which was actually a heretical Catholic position. Better
to leave it out.

•

8�11ero_!l referred to Cranmer's views which have considerable authority
in Anglicanism, and felt they should be fairly represented in the final draft.
Fr. Adap�� felt it was difficult for the non-specialist to pass a
judgment on the nistory and felt the term "Conservative Catholic" was unhappy.
Mr. Chai:}_ey_ We have to show c;ome historical detail; could 13 be modified
simply to say that the Catholic view of ju stification was not �w� the
Tridentine one.
Prof. Chadwick: The justification/sanctification distinction is very
uncharacteristic-oTlinql icanism. This is the issue.

•

•

•
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Bishop Santer:

Will not the historical material he sufficiently dealt with in 5?

Dean Baycroft: \Je need to shov1 in the section that is answering the problem,
that we have not forgotten thr historical context. We could say ''some individual
conservative Catholics 11 •
Canon Hi 11:

The original draft spoke about how each side felt the other

approached the issue and I feel this would be better.
Sr. Boulding:

•

We actually need hoth.

Bishop Santer: When speaking about the polarity of views on the suhject, it
is better to say Protestant and Catholic (not Anglican and Catholic) .
PARA.
11 A

13

L·Je then moved to an exnr1ination of 13, substituting "Protestant" for
nglican 11•

Prof. O'Donovan found the phrase 11 not \,iholly distinct nor unrelated" too \,ieak
and wished to say that sanctification anrl justification arc two aspects of one
reality. This was accepted.
Third line from the end: I suggest "God's grace effects what
Bishop Vogel:
it declares. He imparts a rigl1teousness thdt \vas his and hecomes ours, etc."
Prof. O'Donovan: The very last phrase "required ........ in vain", adds nothing:
it is moralistic.

•

Fr. Akpunonu

disagreed.

Prof. Chad1-1ick suggested a formula from Calvin as a substitute •
Fr. Yarnold

agreed.

Fr. Duprey felt the last phrase was redundant.
Mr. Charley felt the phrase important: it shO\-JS that the grace of God is not
given in vain.
Sr. Boulding questioned the location of this phrase.
Canon Hill noted that in 111ixing the tv�o drafts in the 1,iay we had, we have
changed a dogmatic to an historical statement. He suggested a redraft.
Prof. O'Donovan <1uestioned the word "yet" in the fcttrth line from the end.

•

A request vJdS 111ade for rt redraft of the whole sentence from 11 the pronouncement by God". It was agreed that tl1is \-Jould be sub111i tted to the drafters •

- 55 PARA. 14
Bishop Vogel:
Third sentence is too long and needs repunctuating.
hr t
Fourth line from the end: we should say incorporation "into C is ".
Fr. Soane
had difficulty with the phrase
Christian hope".

11

Gorl 1 s verdict includes

It was agreed that Christian hope is founded on God's verdict.
Prof. O'Donovan

suggesterl emendations.

Fr. Thornhill felt that in the structure of thP. last sentence the importance
of the eucharist could he brought out more.
Fr. Yarnold disa9reed hecausP. the eucharist is a sacrament of initiation.
The position of the eucharist in Christian life was then discussed.
Bishop Santer

asked what \',as the antecedent of "this" in line 6.

Prof. Chadwick

•

sug'.)ested an alternative.

Fr. Yarnold insisted that the cucharist is part of our incorporation into the
body of Christ: it is an initidtion.
Sr. Boulding

suggested that eucharist is part of the process of initiation.

Bishop Vogel

disagreed.

i�r. Charley

suggested a redraft.

Prof. Chad,.,,ick suggested an Jlternative version of the third sentence.
Prof. O'Oonovan quP.riprl the words "requires" and "i:::oal" in the first t1-10 lines
and rroposecl altPrndtive vwrdinqs and this vias i1dd0d to by Fr. Tillard.

Bishop Vogel

[)roposed so111e sin,rlificotions of the first six lines.

•

Prof. navis agreed 1-,ith neerl for si111plification hut had difficulties 1-1ith the
idea of 11rP.ception". IIP did nol like any 1·1eaLenin9 of the continued initiative
of God's gift of sanctification.
Fr. Yarnold agrred 1-1ith llisl101 Vni:wl ,rnrl felt Id<; c,UCJ'JC' r,tions rniHll' thf' trxt
less moralistic and legalistic. ThP first sentences were reworked.
1

The phrdse "lav, of Christ" ci\uscd conslrJerable discussion: the "life of
Christ" 1-,as propo�cd as an ol tcrnativc i\nrl a9rrerl to, though Oedn Bavcroft
felt that it wds d significant loss.
rir. Charley sugycstect hiblicdl quotation� in relation to the final judgement
of God hased on our works.

•

•
Prof. 0 1 Donovan suggested changes to the sentence beginning: 11 So the
righteousness of God ........ 11•
He suggested an alternative that was
accepted.
Canon Hill sug9ested an alternative to the next sentence.
It was felt by some that the ciuotation at the end of the paragraph should
be omitted; also that the sense of the second half of the paragraph was vague.
Fr. Akpunonu suggested leaving out the last sentence.

•

Sr. Boulding agreed the last sentence was weak, hut that some alternative
fonnulation of the point was needed •

Tuesday, 3rd Sept. '85

9.30 a.1�1.

Bishop �1urphy-O'Connor invited continued discussion.
P/\111\. 16

"Christ's perfect
Mr. Charley added an additional sentence fro;n the drafters:
righteousness is reckoned to our account instead of our O\ln striving to make
ourselves accept<ll>le to hi111".
Fr. Yarnold \1as not clear if justification had t\10 11eanings or one.
Fr. Duprey saw a juridical meanin9 and an effective 1:ieaning to justification.

•

Uishop Santer offered "aspect 11 rather than 11 cJtegory".
Professor Chc1d�1ick asl:ed for tile 011ission of "on the one hand
and the first sentence.

/

on the other 11

:-1r. Charley wanted to keep the fir st sentence.
Bishop Gitari \lanted the fir:.t sentence in positive forr.1.
13ishop Santer su9gested

"It 1•1as i1i1possil>le for us ...... "

Prof. O'Donovan could no longer understand
aspect had replaced category.
Fr. Thornhi 11 ,Vi�cd for

Sr. 13oulding agreed.

'','\ccorJinqly ...... "

n011 th.lt

"Pr10r to any movement on our part" .

Fr. '1c0onald offPrrcJ "justification considered in its juridical aspect"
to help Prof. O'Oonovan.

•

Prof. O'Donovan reminded the Commission of the 1-1idcr .:ind narrower usage of
justification. rr. �1cDonald's suggestion was accepted.

•

- 57 Prof. Pobee also wanted reference to the "judge 1,1ho is also Father"
Gal • 4: 6.

•

and

Fr. Tillard wanted to keep a reference to "Redeemer". Saviour was accepted.
Fr. /\dappur did not like "the divine court".

1/hy not "divine judge".

Bishop Lessard still had trouble 1vith aspect/category. He suggested a
transposition - putting the reference to the court at the end. This was not
accepted but the drafters would make the logic clearer.
Fr. Soane 11as afraid of an implication that Sod could forgive but nothing
happen. He 1-1anted to end at "unchanged" to avoid entering the de auxilis
controversy.
Fr. Ouprey said the response was the effect of God.
Fr. Tillard v/Ould accept ''repentant believer".

•

Fr. Akpunonu said a hur.ian judge could make mistakes.
P/\R/\. 17.

Sr. [3ou ldin� v1ondered 1'-lhethcr righteousness 1-1Js being used in the same sense
as the previous para, :"acts of righteousness and love" 1,as suggested.
Prof. O'Oonovan felt "acts" ttad Jn atomic feel to it.
Bisho Santer preferred "in righteousness and love" or
1av1 o� 1ove11•
Fr. i1cOonald suggested

"thus fulfilling the

"a life of righteousness".

Prof. Chadwick had doubts whether this was the stronl)est para.
deleted.

Could it he

Sr. Bouldin� vt0uld support this if one sentence on the consunui1ation 1'/as put in
the previous parc1. Prof. Pobee agreed. But he .,.,anted "victory" rather than
"triumph".
Fr. Tillard cxpluined the i111portance of the pJrJ. for tlte rto,nan Catholic
trad1t1on. The victory of gracr 11Js i111portant. flut there mil]ht be external
faith but no final salv.:1tion. rr. Akpunonu a0r0cd.
13ishop Ca111eron 1•1anted retention but 11anted a different fon:1.
Fr. McDonald alJr�ed.
being made.

T1'iO points were

Mr. Charley explained that it mc<1nt that God's decl.ll'ation 11.:is valid but that
there 1-1as a process in the meanti1ne.
Uishop Gitari objected to

"the message of tl1e fle11 Test<1ment 11 •

13ishop Santer did not like "fruition".

f

••

-58Pro_f . ..fl_lddw1ck wanted

it

slightly lon9er oara. if it was to be retained .

Canon !!!.!..l as�ed about the Biblical translation.
con�1stent usage.
PARA 18

It was agreed there should be a

Professor Chadwick propnserl a n°w b0ginning: "18. Faith is the founda
tion and root of our-1ustification. The faith by which we respond to the Gospel
is a form of love, and its object is the crucified and risen Christ. Faith is
both wholly divine and wholly human, and is no mere moment in the individual's
natural experience of the temporal successiveness of things. As a human act
of loving gratitude before God's mercy, faith is free, and is experienced as
bringing liberation from egoism and an inner transformation of habits of thought
and motive."

•

fr :._A�ap�r_ dirl not knnw why n;itural frePdom had bePn lP.ft out. e.g.
a non-Christian had a choice between Christianity, Hinduism, etc.
f.r.....Iillaal. agreed. F_i__:_ f\_dap9..uc could draft an alternative.
�Boul�� suggested "it perfects.''
Dea!!_ Ba_1cc__of_t_ had suggPstod "it is to be distinguished from.'
�- _ _lamer� was not hapoy at the raising of human freedom.
happy at Prof. Chadwick's draft. Faith was almost a work.

He was not

M_r� Ch�rl� was very unhapoy at tho whnle argument. Was the argument:
a limited human freedom, initial response was in some sense free but in grace,
then d new freedo1n in Christ, transcending all previous freedom: a freedom
for and a freedom to be.
�-- /\d_dj>puc 4ue�tioned

rl

l 1111ited freedo111.

�_._Oou l d_1 n� JI sag reed.

•

Bp. Cameron Sdw a pit centuries deeo. There was a paradox.
was d righto(refusal but faith was a gift.

There

Bp. ��rppy-.Q'C�nnoc callerl for a rP.-draft.
Mr. Cha_r_Ley accepted this with �Tillard .
PARA. 19
Prof. O'Donovan rroposed it new initial sentence to explain "works".
"Traditfonafly-wespe- ak of the 'good works' of the righteous - but this phrase
means to refer not only to particular deeds but to the whole quality of their
l 1 f e,
II

rr.__!1l_lc1rd IJl'eferred "th<> 1"hole qudltty of their relation to God."
Bp_._Sante_r� su99ested "habitual qualitv of their life."
F,�.�,.-� tried "the authenticity of their Christian life."

•

�r!)_(._Jiobee added "which should be infonned by their relation to God."

••
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Prof. Chadvlick suggested

11

II

mora 1 qua 1 ity

Fr. Tillard v1as unhJppy at the .,.,hole para. Good 1,orks are not only because
vie want to be o'Jedient. This v1as a Reder.iptorist vie11 of ethics.
Bishop Cameron questioned Heb. 11,6.
Fr. Tillard saw the problem of congruent merit here. This 1-,as the Thomist
contribution to the discussion. There 1-1as a gratuity to the Christian life.
Bishop 1urphy-O'Connor agreed. For the justified, their life was in a
mysterious v1ay pleasing to God.
Fr. Akpunonu felt the texts had been mixed up.

•

Bishop Santer suggested the suppression of the last sentence.
Fr. Tillard was not entirely happy. The merit of Sod himself in us - an
Augustinian quotation emphasized by Lutherans - would be lost.
Mr. Charle suggested a redraft of the end. It was agreed that he and
Fr. Tillar � vmuld try a redraft, but keeping the basic text.
Prof. Davis liked the Augustinian transition and Canon Hill suggested this
still be the link ev2n in a re-draft.

PARA. 20
Bishop 11urphy-8 1 Connor reminded that there 1-mu 1 d be no appendix.
Fr. Duprey could not accept thc1t 11e 'contrihuted' to our salvation.
Fr. Adappur v,anted a positive exposition.

�le offered a re-draft.

Bishop ·�urphy-0 1 Connor asked if the last sentence 1·1as to be kert.
Mr. Charley felt there must be so1ile allusion.
not be enough.

Cut for some people this 1·muld •

Canon Hill believed it important to say that the su�jrct did not invalidate the
wider agreement.
There was a majority for retention.
Prof. Chadvlick 1·1anted to avoiJ the 1·1ords 11 purgatory and indulgences". 1�ost
people did not knov, 1-,hat they lll'�Jnt. '.le must not suggest false r.ieanings.
Fr. :Juprey said /\l!CIC-11 had avoided emotionally charged 1-mrds.
Canon Hill su�gested a footnote.

•

••
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But Prof. Davis 11anted to retain the v1ords.

Mr. Charley thought the reference to the Article XXII would suffice.

•
•

•

On a vote, Professor Cha<:lvlick's proposal 1,as accepted (1-1ith a reference
to the Article).
The drafters 1Jould 1,ork on the text. There was also some
support for a footnote •

• •
\

-')n1'Jl'lt e �,11 c,rry on to Sections 21-23.
�"•� �e-ct10�.
,,. s.
I•f

N

r-1,

1,�<
ss19
Sd vat1on - C�urch); 22 Church as
2• as s1g,,, u::i to 26. Church as "black but beautiful 11 •
rejra·t of the clos1ng paragraphs of the section,

•

AA.A. 21.

•

Prof. -.t 1gri
►i e ��1nnin9. It

d�

wos

ed whetner the Trrnitar1an theme was being included at
dgreed after a vote to keep the text as it is •

1-!r t . .>d ,s
'.>houl<l we cnange the title of this section. since it is the
title of the whole aocu�ent?
at er opL1on�

ere suggested.

rr. �Joneld po1nted out that if we keep the title as it is. this will
b� µr��J 3 'o be the ,�st centrdl part of the document.
canon 11,11

suggested "The Church and Salvation".

This was agreed.

PARA. 22.
Fr. T1lldrd suggested God "also" chose in the first sentence, the church
•� not only d instr mtnt.

•

"'r. Lhorley suggested
mH •chvst!* .

sing the present tense would help: "chooses"

:Pst1.1p .. .irt,rr�"Curnor P,Jt forward two alternative versions: "which
)er\e�• or *1s pdrt o 1*. ¥ 1s was left to the drafters.
Fr. �J�re QJeru:d t"'e sense of the phrase "all humankind should be served".
A .:n•r�t> ft-is a1r2e-1: ",-111" snoola replace "plan".
�rof. Jd�ts
p!�• as a -.fole:
� r ed� t d CnJrcr
t�,r� -� rJSt se�

p t•s�

•

U'.Ot.!"!>

T t

raised t e �Jestion of the eccles1olog1cal structure of the
tre c�..,rcn 1s a r..anifestation of God's 1nitiative. Here we
as a rec0f'c1led c�nity and we also use other iNges. I
t�e (�Jrc r as tr.ose � o are called.

callH'g O"l t"lS C
rte oeg1r.n1ng of 21 .n1c

p,'f'llS

ir. ill•1J �9r � wl
tn1 ng o. the C Jrch.

nity• was SJggested as an alterndt1ve
ould n.; e Prof. Oa 1s' polnt.

Pro • D1 is thdt tt>ere 1s a lac o
�e dre rot a1t ful to ne idea o

lO'J i C

�l)(Mr\1

l I'\

p, ('
to

•

which we are c0fl1lllttcd.
Mr. Charle
r th1:. point hil'., t,c:l.!n rnddc: the: 1n�trumc:nt1llt.y M UH: Lh1Jrr,h
1s a point we ha cJgreed woul t not t,c: dt the 1orcffrmt uf our 1rl£:d!. 1rt ttdr,
section.
IHshop Cameron said it docs not mdtter thdl dlffer1Jnt, c.omr,,lerncntary v1t.o,1:,
of the Church should exist s1cJ by sidf:! 1n the t01.t.

Fr. T111ard suggested we :.uppress 22; he ubjc:ctc:d cJl:.u t0 ft:. ld!.t :.cnttnt�.
13ishop G1tar1 suggested the Insertion of "rr.:r,entcJncr•" 1n 11ne :J.
Mr. Charley objected to the �,ord "g1ft:;" in the ld'.:.l:. •ntcncc.
Bisho Mur hy-O'Connor said \'1e would rc:turn to Ltd'.. sectfon to dtc1r1(;
�
k
whether to eep tor not.
PARA. 23.

•

Bishop Lessard: (1) Can Sdlvation of all be 1n:;crtc:d here �u a'., to
facil 1tate the suppression of 22? (2) The Church 1-; prcsent!!d as the "Lord of
all creation": this is because of the �,ay 1t is �,ordc:d.
Canon Hill supported Bishop Lessard's first point and made a SU'JIJC5t1on.
Oishoe Santer suggested using the first sentence of 22 at the beginning of
a changed first sentence of 23.
Prof. O'Donovan supported the retention of 22: it �1ves the best focus
that can be given to the whole question of unbel levers etc. discussed earlier
in the meeting.
Prof. Wri t pointed out that the phrase "God''., purpose" is used
t
differently in land 23.

There wds discussion of whether God's purpo�e that we be saved and
that �,c be conformed to the irnt1 1 l! of his Son could be tah:n as the same, or
were quite 1 erent, or comp �mentary.

•

•

•

-63Bishop Santer expressed reservations about 'opposition and persecution'
in the last sentence, since the Church does not always meet oppostion
11
and persecution. His amendment was agreed: "when the church experiences...
Bishop Lessard's second point was returned to and a change agreed on:
"and so entered into his glory" (end of second line of p.16 after "suffering").
It was agreed to miss out Rom. 8:14 in this paragraph.
Paragraph 24
The section was read out including an amendment by Bishop Santer.

•

Bishop Lessard favoured the amendment.
Bishop Murphy-O'Connor disliked the first sentence.
Fr. Duprey suggested its suppression.
Mr.Charley suggested an amendment of it.
Professor Wright wondered whether the theme of stewardship really
added anything in this paragraph.
Prof. Pobee felt that stewardship was defined in terms of reconciliation
which could be brought out more in this paragraph.
Prof. O'Donovan said the theme stewardship suggested the idea of guarding
and conserving the gospel which was important.

•

Canon Hill asked the drafters why the material had been so condensed in
this section: he found the mixing of sign and steward confusing.
Fr. Yarnold said "sign" was only a link.
Mr.Charley felt 24 need rewriting.
Prof. Davis expressed surprise that 23 was basically about sign.
Prof. Chadwick pointed to correspondences between parts of this section
and ARC IC- I.
Sr. Boulding suggested "activity" (singular) in line 6.
was referred to the drafters.

The paragraph

Canon Hill before reading the section suggested that the revised Pleshey
draft on Church and Salvation, 10-14,was better than the text we have now.
Mrs. Tanner agreed but felt it needed re-ordering; 15 should be omitted.

•

-64Fr. Yarnold said it was not really so different.
Prof.Chadwick agreed.

This was discussed.

Bishop Murphy-O'Connor suggested we continue going through the new draft.
Bishop Santer agreed.
Para. 25 was read out
Mr. Charley: In line 2, the word 'for" is a non-sequiter. The
whole of God' s purpose for mankind is not exclusively worked out through
the church. "Because" was adopted as an alternative.
Para. 26
The revised text was read out.
It was agreed that the church should be called "it" and not "she".
Bishop Cameron queried the suggestion that the eucharist is the only way
the church is empowered to become what she is.
Professor O'Donovan felt the focussing on the eucharist here was
arbitrary.
Bishop Lessard wished to defend this but suggested adjustments.
Prof. Wright suggested that only the BEM quote be used without the
preceding sentence.
Sr. Boulding said the whole paragraph was built around the BEM quote.

Mr.Charley said 26 was too easy on the churct's failure and the
eucharistic theme misleading and inappropriate.
Fr.Akpunonu found the jump to social questions too great.

Bishop Cameron referred to the BEM text and pointed to ambiguities in it.
Fr.Tillard suggested an alternative which involved excluding the BEM
quote.
Prof.Wright suggested retaining the first sentence of the BEM quote
in a reordered text.
Fr. Tillard's reordering was generally accepted.
Mr.Charley returned to his point about the text being too easy on the churct,

•

-65Prof.Chadwick had sympathy with this.

Prof. O'Donovan suggested insertion of sentences from the previous draft
to meet Mr.Charley's concern.
This led to considerable discussion. Bp. Lessard
some others felt
that we were going too far in "self-flagellation" sinceand
church is the
the
Body of Chr·ist.

Bishop Cameron suggested the inclusion of "with integrity 11 after 11 speak 11 in
the third last line.

•

Discussion resumed as to whether to include (exclude) or include with
explanation the BEM text .

PARA 27
Sr. Boul.Q.i.!!9. queried thP. word 'participate" in the first sentence.
Prof. O'Donovan said this paragraph will not do because it fails to
express the dialectical relationship of the Church to the structures of society
and the delicate nature of the Church's relationship with society. It will
be read as naive and failing to take notice of the fundamental ambiguity
that characterises all political settlements.

•

Fr. Soane said the phrase "God has never let go of the world" is a
precious-line that secured Fr. S::iane's earlier concerns about non-believers
etc. In fact, it should be spelt out more.
Sr. Bou_}_Q_ii!_g_ endorsed this point and said the BEM quote could approprintely
go here.
Mr._J_harlev:_ I would like, on this something from the Sermon on the
Mount on light and leaven. But also something on prayer and prophecy.
Something on this would lead to something on action.
Bo. Murphy-O'Connor returned to the question of the BEM quote. Votes
were taken on this and on the question of the extP.nt to which the sinfulness
of the Church should be strP.SSP.d. On the latter, most people were in favour
of it not being so strongly stressed as Mr. Charley had suggested. Opinion
was divided on the question of the BEM quote.
It was proposed that Mr. Charley, Professor O'Donovan and Mrs. Tanner
work out a new section 27. This was dgreed to .

•

•

•
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!
l

Wednesday, 4th September 1985: 9.30 a.rn.
Bisho Santer from the chuir invited discussion on the revised historical
material redrafts by Bp.Lessard and Prof.Chadwick).
Sr.Boulding asked for a shorter first sentence and more punch.

Mr.Charley queried whether the Spirit incorporated. He wondered about
be;iring"in their bodies". Prof.Chadwick cited 2 Cor.4.
Fr.Akpunonu wanted salvation as the beginning and end.
Prof. O'Donovan preferred the original {50/(a)). The new last point.

•

Fr. Adappur asked for the deletion of "he has made" in either.
Mr.Charley offered "he has created".
A debate on the merits of each draft followed.
Fr.Tillard preferred the original,then
-- the sentence "This..." This was
carried.
Bp. Gitari did not want "end".
Prof.Davis offered "heart of the Gospel....saving Grace ... !'
Mr.Charley "heart of the Gospel is salvation".

This was accepted.

The second version of the next sentence was accepted.
Prof.O'Donovan urged the original "and the unfailing...." as more total.
A discussion followed.
Bishop Santer asked for a decision-"us" or "believes": "us" was accepte.
Prof.O'Donovan asked for "offered to men and women .... "
Fr.Tillard and Prof. K.Davis objected. Lost.
Prof.Pobee was still concerned that "faith" had been removed. Fr.Tillard
and Mr.Charley agreed.
Fr. Duprey suggested the restoration of "evckiril) · faith".
Prof.Pobee offered "by grace through faith" in the first sentence.

Bishop Santer tried "by the gift of faith". Accepted.

•

•
•
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Paragraph 2 (Prof.Chadwick's redraft)
Prof.Davis did not like on the one hand... on the other ... Could the
end be put as a statement.
Sr.Boulding agreed - it was too long.
Bishop Cameron thought there ought not to be reference to Scripture
here.
Mr.Chdrley found it too expansive. He objected to "contribution". He
disliked the end.
Prof.Wright said vassilates between good and bad.

•

Fr.Tillard saw the root of the problem as the re-discovery of Romans
and faith.
Prof.Chadwick wanted to give a sympathetic portrait.
Fr.Yarnold did not find any menti0n of the dispute about preparation for
justification.
Fr.Soane felt Fr.Tillard's point could be met in para 2A.
Mr.Charley preferred the original (50/(a)).
Dean BayFroft felt the logic would be better by emphasizing "two centuries
before".
Prof. Wright asked for the deletion of "However".
Paragraphs 2A and :3 were also considered alongside 2.
Fr. Yarnold thought "quasi manichee" would throw readers.
Fr.Soane welco11�d the draft. Old fears were not well-founded.

•

Fr.Duprey wanted a sentence between 2 and 2A on the venacular
translations of Scripture.

Prof.O'Donovan preferred to say Anglican fonnulas were not directed
against·Trent. But the Cor1111ission disagreed.
Fr.Yarnold suggested "theology of St.Augustine".
Bp.Santer asked Prof.Wright to make a final draft.

Fr. Duprey did not understand ''sanctified and completed" - he offered
"inspired by" .

•

•
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PARA. 3

cut.

Prof._!. Davi� noted Joh� Baycroft's proposals.

"Generally" was

tir. Char� objPcted to "a free human resnonse". Fr. Tillard tried
"authentTc human" . erof.:.._Chadwicl aqrePd . �cof, O'OonovandisagrPed.
.!!P ..:_Cameron was worr1P.d about the ambiguitv. Mr, Charle� tried "a
response of faith". Fr. Duprey tried "a true response of faith". Sr. Boulding
proposed "a real response".
"authentic human response" was accepted.
f.!:_..:_Adape!!.!:_

asked for a change in "concentrated."

_!ip_._j_anter now took the new order: n, 5. 4.
PARA. 6

•

_prof_. Chadwicl
identi caT.

found "entail" weak.

Mr. Cha_der_and Fr.__li!..!.ard agreed.
Bp, Lessard asked for

Archb.Butelezi

Prof. O'Donovan
-----

For Luther and Melanchton it was
A discussion followed.

"constitutive" and a reversal of order.

was uneasy at "scrupulosity".
said the last �entence must now run before 4.

_!ip_.Jiu£.e_hi'..:_O�onnor wondered at "antinomian".
Mr._fharl�

•

tried " a form of legalism" instead of "scrupulosity".

Prof. Chadwick: "Legalism" required another clause.

A greed .

Bp. Cameron proposed "encouraged a casual indifference to".
"Antinomian" was deleted.

.!!.P..:._Santer objected to "psychological".

"Subjected " was accepted.

PARA.5

--

Prof. PobP.e asked for the omission of "different" in the footnotP.
He accepted"various".
Prof.__fhaJ,�..!..f.k insisted on "predominilnt" usage.

Mr. _fharl� w�11ted ,1d�ing "which rloe1not me,1n that the content of what
they said was unscr1otural.
�- Bould.i.!!9. thought it unnecessary wt the addition was accepted .

•
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�O�r� and_J:rof._J:obee han problems with the move from the verb to
the noun.
Bp.Santer tried "and its cognates" .

.!!h

Accepted.

Lessar� proposed "extrinsic to" for

II

External in".

Prof_._O_'._Qonov� asked for an inversion at "Bv this they meant... "
Pro�_f!!adwi� insistPd that many Anglicans also objected to imputed
righteousness as a legal fiction.

•

•

•

Fr. Akpunonu prefered "to believers" rather than humanity.
Prof . O�onov� was not happy at this limited atnnement .
"Human bPings" was suggested and accepted.
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�tember
4th, 2.30 pm
------BE.:_ Santer: We begin with old 4 which is now 6. (p.2 of Graymnor
draft). The paragraph was, read.
PARA. 6
Fr. Tillard:

Is it true that we Catholics believe that the Protestant

view implies that God's judgment is arbitrary7

.!!P..:_Murpt!1_-Q.'._Connor · "arbitrary" is herP usPd in a sensP relatPd to
predestination.

•

Prof. Chadwick read frow. 5tap1Pton's account of Protestant views.
f..r::_Yarnold suggested a deletion of "was arbitrarv and"
Prof_. Wright asked if thPre was some viPw about god's attitude
which accurately represented Catholic perception.
� gssarq_suggested "are" wnrthless and felt "arbitrary" was
equivocal.
Dean_J!a�roft_ suqgested: " ... human actions are worthlPSS in the sight
of Godrr--as an alternative.
This is agreed after a vote.
The sentence at the top of page 4 was then discussed but a
decision about it left until after discussion of Fr. Yarnold's redraft of 7.
This was read out.
PARA.7

•

Fr. Yarnold evplained that the purpose of the draft was to speak of
the roleofthe Church in salvation.
Canon Hill: in my redraft of the Church mc1terial I have lifted some of
this materialonthe Church. So some material is now duplicated.
�i?_:_Santer sugqested an alternativP. beginning.
Oean_J!a�roft suqgested an amendment to change•the word "oresupposed".

Sr. �ul� suggested "implied".

Pro_f_:___flladwi� proposed "reflected" and this was agreed on.
Fr. Tillard said that disagreements in the sixteenth century were also
i_nterpretation of Scripture .
the
bout
a

•

- 71 Prof. Wright said there were very many disaareements: in this
paragraph we're dealinq with the problems that we have to tackle .

Fr. lj_llard: This problem of ScripturP was more acute in the English
than the continental context.
Prof.:_ Chadwick tho11ght the insertion of this issue could be useful .
.!!.e_._hessard:
following 7.

Could not this issue be used in the connecting paragraph

Bp. Santer disagreed.
Prof.Pobee didn't think we needed to devote time to this issue: our
focus here is justification by faith. Could it not be in a footnote?
Ways of includinq this topic in the text were discussed.
Mr. Charley said the thrust of this paragraph was different from
previous onesinthat we are now saying
Catholics and Protestants did
think this or that: not that they were perceived so to do.
Fr. Tillard said that keeping sacraments was characteristic of the
Anglican reformation as opposed to the continental.
11

Prof. Chadwick suggested an amendment of the last sentence, ending with
by hearing the word of God preached.
11

�._j_ante.c pointed out a logical problem in the paragraph: we state the
differences and then illustrate them by caricatures. What are we doing in this
paragraph? Are we concentrating on the role of the Church or do we want
to say something about the role of Scripure as well?
It was pointed out that if we raise the issue of Scripture here we
will need to address it in the body of the text.

•

•

•

/
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Bishop Santer suggested a redraft including something on the "Word".
We returned to the end of 6 ("While the break" .... ).
It was agreed on.
An extra, connecting sentence was proposed and agreed.
Bishop Murphy-O'Connor asked for reassurance that the "Catholic-Protestant"
polarity referred to in the text was related somewhere to the specifically
Anglican context.
Prof. O'Donovan felt we had actually madethis point sufficiently.

•

Sr. Boulding suggested an emendation that could make tl1is point. "these matters are no longer a matter et dispute between Catholics and
Anglicans" (rather than "between us") .
The new redraft of 18 and 19 was distributed.
Mr.Charley said 18 is largely new material;

19 is mainly alterations.

Paragraph 18
Prof.Chadwick suggested "it is both his work and ours" in the last
sentence.
Prof. O'Donovan felt this lost the balance of the sentence.
Fr.Tillard said that this last sentence is basically from St.Augustine.

•

After some discussion the need was felt for a redraft of the sentence,
especially the phrase "but when he does".
Mr.Charley suggested the sentence c 0uld end with "and what he sees is
his own work within us."
Fr. Adappur suggested another alternative version.

Mr. Charley's was accepted after a vote.
4th September:

4.0 p.m., after the br�a!_

Bishop Sa_!lter presented a redraft of 7.

It w.-is agreed in principle.

The discussion of 18 resumed.

•

Professor Wri_g_ht 1 ines 5 and 6. "Nevertheless... " There are those who
would question the extent to which human beings arc as responsible as this
sentence suggests (given hereditory and environmental factors).

-73-

Prof.Chadwick suggested an alternative.

stian
Fr.Duprey insisted that the theme of free choice was a basic Chri
theme that must be retained.
Bishop Lessard:
"actus humanus".

If there is no act of the will, there can be no

A discussion of the natore of human freedom ensued.
Fr. Tillard raised the issue of "fundamental option". Prof.Chadwick
reminded us that most of our contemporaries are in fact detenninists. The
late medieval situation was the opposite. Mr.Charley was against watering
down free decision.
Prof. O'Donovan suggested a redraft.
It was agreed that "fundamental" replace "decisive" in this sentence . •
Fr. Soane pointed out that all freedom is in some sense conditioned.
Mr.Charley said it was impossible to include all aspects of this
dilermia in this context. The point of this sentence is that we are
responsible beings jn the sight of God.
It was eventually agreed to retain this sentence but with the word
•u.mctamental", not "decisive".
Prof.Ouvis questioned the phrase "the arena of salvation is human
freedom" and asked for explanation.
Bishop Lessard shared this difficulty.
Fr.Tillard said the origins of this sentence are in St.Thomas
Aquinas who said that sin and salvation are problems of human freedom.

•

•
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•

Bishop Santer said the problem is the word "arena".
Some felt the word "arena" evoked Christian life very richly.
Bishop Santer:

Could it be the second sentence?

It was agreed after a vote that the sentence could remain. The word
"arena" was discussed : it was agreed to be rhetorical.
Prof. Chadwick proposed an alternative.

•

It was agreed, after a vote, to move the sentence to the beginning.

Prof. Davis: I understand the, work of Christ 1 s setting us free from
slavery, 1.e. sin, threat of death, po\'1ers of the world, and the law. Here,
freedom from the law is missing. Today "law" may be reinterpreted as "self".
I vlOuld want "selt1'to be inserted in the sentence beginning "It is freedom

II

Prof. Pobee: questioned the equating of 11 la1-I'' and "self" in N.T.
Bisho Cameron agreed v1ith Prof. Pobee and felt this point raised a whole
Pandora's box of problems.
Fr. Soane said the idea of law is wider than "self" and is very complicated.
Canon Hill:
this point?

\.Jould it helµ to actually quote the Scripture references at

Fr. Tillard felt the point was an important one: the N.T. is about freedom
from concentration on oneself.

•

After a vote it was agreed to leave the text as it is.
Fr. Yarnold returned to the "tlevertheless" sentence .
After a vote it was agreed that the text remain in its amended fonn.
Prof. Wright asked about the second sentence.
Bishop Lessard and Fr. nuprey replied to this.
Dean Baycroft warned against being over-concerned about possible misunder
standings of our agreed text.
Prof. Chadwick proposed an additional sentence after the first one to
meet Prof. Wright's anxieties.
Bishop Murphy-0 1 Connor suggested that Prof. Chadwick's proposal be left
with the drafters.

•

After a vote it was agreed to leave the second sentence as it is and that

- 7S 1

Prof. Chadv,ick's proposdl lie put to the droflen. :4r. Chdrley proposed t1n
alternative version of the "i.1rena" sentence which wd!, adopted.
PARA.

19.

Fr. McDonald suggested an alternative version of the last sentence
which was accepted: "It is in this perspective that the langu 'JC of rerit
must be understood ..••.• "
Sr. Doulding as�ed about "Tile response of God's love" at the centre
of the paragraph. Foll01-1ing on from this
Prof. 0'0onovan suggested the deletion of the quotcltrnn fro-i the Goo
of Proverbs.
4 th Sept. 1905

•

6.30 p.m.

From the Chair, Dishop tlurphy-0'Connor s11itl c1 nu.�ber of people hdd
problems with 18 - 20. There could not bed text this yeu. fie iri"IH(-O
the Co1T111ission to look at Canon Hill's revision of the Cnurc� �terial,
and Bishop Santer, Prof. 0'0onovan and nrs. T11nnel''s revlSlOri of the con
cl uding section. He hoped 1-17 could be gencr1.1lly .!CCtpteJ. Th1:rc.- -..o:.1s nu
point in a text people were unhappy with. A first tc4t woola be closely
examined. Bisho Santer also added thl.lt ,1 nu-bt?r of µt."Ople hdd to lN e.
s
The size of the ocument WdS larg�r than AQCIC-1.
Canon Hill introduced tile te,(t.

It .. J� IJenc:rJlly ace •pt.ible.

Bishop Santer introduced para. 2u.
Prof. 0'0onovdn introduced pdrd. 27.

•

Mrs. Tanner introduced pdrJ. 2U.
1r. Charley was not hdppy with the order in pdrd, 27.
Fr. Yarnold

1-1dnted a reintroduction of sey-1e n.ltcridl fro., Re ist:d Plesht"y

/\rchbisltop Uutelez1 was uncle"r whether the l'"PhdSl� on for�pvenl'">S
r 1 ght.

rr.

r1ll..ird woS u11hdppy .it ChP mention uf

1.1i1

,\S

un1t11:r.. 1'I '!7.

•

4.
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Fr.Tillard asked about 18-20.
Bishop Santer said 18-20 dealt with such complicated matters that
they were not mature for publication.
Bishop Murphy-O'Connor asked for paras. 1-17 to be read with a view
to it being 'held' for next year with, if possible, no major substantial
changes.
Paras l - 7a
Bjshop Murphy-O'Connor invited substantial discussion.

•

Fr.Yarnold found the reference to the place of Scripture a can of
worms. A Catholic footnote to balance No.2 might also be called for.
Prof.Wright agreed.
Fr.Duprey queried the use of Catholic and Protestant.
Fr.Tillard and Mr.Charley found the text too long.
Prof.O'Donovan could not accept the "if" in para. 2.
Paras. 8 - 17
Prof.Wright and Sr.Boul� found it a little long.
Fr.Tillard was anxious that the last sentence in 15 had been left out.
Archbishop Butelezi asked about the alternative at 11.
a contradiction, as there was statement and caricature.

•

•

In 13 there was

In para. 15 "law" was kept.
Prof.Chadwick said it was for the Commission to say how much or how
little history they wanted. A debate on the length continued.
Mr. Charley still felt it could be too long e.g. 28 and the second
footnote. He feared people would get bogged down! He was also anxious
to retain the last sentence in para. 15.
Dean Baycroft asked whether the Con111ission could morally support the
drdft conclusion. Were we morally agreed?

- 77 Bishop Murphy-O'Connor asked Canon Hill to outline procedure over
the text.
Canon Hill said points on 1 - 17 should be sent to him. They would be
circulated. A sub-group would work on 18 - to the end so that a whole
penultimate text was before the next meeting.
Fr. Tillard asked if 1 - 17 had been approved?

Bishop Murphy-O'Connor asked if general agreement could be spoken of in
the press release.
Mrs. Tanner was not happy that the last section should go to a sub
conmission. At this stage all needed to own it.
Mr. Charle thought a small drafting group 1•1as required to look at new
material. A Sut-Comnission should plan future work.
Fr. Duprey hoped the press release \'IOuld only say that the Corrmission
was near agreement.
Bishop Santer asked whether a paper should be commissioned on Purgatory, etc.
Fr. Tillard thought this was elucidation.
Bishop Cameron thought the question would be asked.
The Commission ,�as almost eciually divided.
to decide.
Bishoe Lessard cautioned about elucidations.
should be included.

It was left to the Co-Chairmen
If necessary then a subject

Fr. Duprey did not feel the matter an essential part of our work.
Bishop Murphy-O'Connor asked for conments about
mentioned: l. Reconciliation of Ministries.
2. Growth in Reconciliation.
3. Responses to ARCIC-1.

future work.

He

•

One group had produced a report. This would be the basis for work,
including the suggestion of a publishable Report. Dean Baycroft was to be
asked to write a draft paper (49 (05).
Fr. McDonald reported on the responses of Episcopal Conferences.
Fr. Dupre� thought it 1-1ould be useful to reflect upon the responses on
nistry and of the CDF. This 1�as the point of Cardinal
Eucharist andi
1
Wi 11 ebrands 1 etter.

Prof. Pobee saw work on Ministry in two aspects:
the ordination of women.

Apostolicae Curae and

•

- 78 Fr. Duprey thought moral questions should be dealt with at a national
level. There was not the same level of necessity.
Bishop Santer: Would ARCIC-II need to address itself to the question of
moral authority. Fr. Duprey felt this would come up as part of the response
to ARCIC-I on authority.
Bishop Lessard explained the Press Conference was really a ''background
briefing".
Sr. Boulding wanted an approach to women 's ordination soon!

•

Fr. Yarnold did not want arguments for and against.
Prof. Wright asked for documentation on responses.
Mr. Charley 1-,anted a way of assessing priorities .
Fr. Duprey wanted a theological

study of unity by stages.

Dean Baycroft thought a Paper on Growth in Reconciliation required a great
deal of work. Priorities in different areas should be notified.
Bishop Santer thought the most important things were ecclesiology. the
herrnenutlcs of faith and the transmission of revelation.
Dates for 1988 were set:

30th August - 8th September.

NEXT YEAR'S DATES WERE CONFIRMED:

•

26th August - 4th September. 1986.

Bishop Murphy-O'Connor expressed particular thanks to Bishop Raymond Lessard
and Professor Bob Wright for all their work in the preparation of the meeting.
Professor Wright had had to be absent for a part of the meeting due to the death
of his mother and she had been remembered at the ColTITiission Eucharist.
Great appreciation 1-,as also expressed to the Graymoor Con111unity •
Thanks were also given to the Secretariat.
The next meeting was to be at Llandaff.
Bishop Santer closed the meeting with prayer.

•

